
Ice Planet Barbarians: A SciFi Alien Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

You'd think being abducted by aliens would be the worst thing that could happen to me. And you'd be wrong. Because now, the aliens are having ship trouble,

and they've left their cargo of human women - including me - on an ice planet.

And the only native inhabitant I've met? He's big, horned, blue, and really, really has a thing for me...

Project Hail Mary: A Novel

Author: Andy Weir

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A lone astronaut must save the earth from disaster in this “propulsive” (Entertainment Weekly) new science-based

thriller from the bestselling author of The Martian.

“An epic story of redemption, discovery and cool speculative sci-fi.”—USA Today

“If you loved The Martian, you’ll go crazy for Weir’s latest.”—The Washington Post

Ryland Grace is the sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission—and if he fails, humanity and the earth itself will perish.

Except that right now, he doesn’t know that. He can’t even remember his own name, let alone the nature of his assignment or how to complete it.

All he knows is that he’s been asleep for a very, very long time. And he’s just been awakened to find himself millions of miles from home, with nothing but two

corpses for company.

His crewmates dead, his memories fuzzily returning, Ryland realizes that an impossible task now confronts him. Hurtling through space on this tiny ship, it’s up to

him to puzzle out an impossible scientific mystery—and conquer an extinction-level threat to our species.

And with the clock ticking down and the nearest human being light-years away, he’s got to do it all alone.

Or does he?

An irresistible interstellar adventure as only Andy Weir could deliver, Project Hail Mary is a tale of discovery, speculation, and survival to rival The Martian—while

taking us to places it never dreamed of going.

Barbarian Alien: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 2)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Twelve humans are left stranded on a wintry alien planet. I’m one of them. Yay, me.

In order to survive, we have to take on a symbiont that wants to rewire our bodies to live in this brutal place. I like to call it a cootie. And my cootie’s a jerk,

because it also thinks I’m the mate to the biggest, surliest alien of the group.

--

BARBARIAN ALIEN is a sequel to ICE PLANET BARBARIANS. You do not have to read both in order to understand the plot, but the story will be richer if you do!

The Midnight Library: A Novel

Author: Matt Haig

The New York Times bestselling WORLDWIDE phenomenon 

 

Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for Fiction | A Good Morning America Book Club Pick | Independent (London) Ten Best Books of the Year 

 

"A feel-good book guaranteed to lift your spirits."—The Washington Post 

 

The dazzling reader-favorite about the choices that go into a life well lived, from the acclaimed author of How To Stop Time and The Comfort Book.



 

Somewhere out beyond the edge of the universe there is a library that contains an infinite number of books, each one the story of another reality. One tells the

story of your life as it is, along with another book for the other life you could have lived if you had made a different choice at any point in your life. While we all

wonder how our lives might have been, what if you had the chance to go to the library and see for yourself? Would any of these other lives truly be better? 

 

In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's enchanting blockbuster novel, Nora Seed finds herself faced with this decision. Faced with the possibility of changing her life

for a new one, following a different career, undoing old breakups, realizing her dreams of becoming a glaciologist; she must search within herself as she travels

through the Midnight Library to decide what is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth living in the first place.

Barbarian Lover: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 3)

Author: Ruby Dixon

As one of the few humans stranded on the ice planet, I should be happy that I have a new home. Human women are treasured here, and one alien in particular

has made it clear that he wants me. It's hard to push away the sexy, flirtatious Aehako, when all I want to do is grab him by his horns and insist he take me to his

furs.

But I've got a terrible secret - the aliens who abducted me are back, and thanks to the translator in my ear, they can find me. My presence here endangers

everyone...but can I give up my new life and the man I want more than anything?

Barbarian Mine: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 4)

Author: Ruby Dixon

The ice planet has given me a second lease on life, so I'm thrilled to be here. Sure, there's no cheeseburgers, but I'm healthy and ready to be a productive

member of the small tribe. What I didn't anticipate? That there'd be a savage stranger waiting nearby, watching me. And when he takes me captive, the

unthinkable happens...I resonate to him.

Resonance means mating, and children...but I don't know if this guy's ever been around anyone before. He's truly a barbarian in all ways, right down to clubbing

me over the head and claiming me as his own.

So why is it that I crave his touch and hunger for more?

The Ice Planet Barbarians series:

ICE PLANET BARBARIANS (Georgie's story)

BARBARIAN ALIEN (Liz's story)

BARBARIAN LOVER (Kira's story)

BARBARIAN MINE (Harlow's story)

House of Earth and Blood (Crescent City Book 1)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

A #1 New York Times bestseller!

Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT CITY series begins with House of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she

seeks revenge in a contemporary fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance.

Bryce Quinlan had the perfect life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon murdered her closest friends, leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone.

When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up again, Bryce finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes to avenge their

deaths.

Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now enslaved to the Archangels he once attempted to overthrow. His brutal skills and incredible strength have been set

to one purpose-to assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon wreaking havoc in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce

find the murderer, and his freedom will be within reach.

As Bryce and Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a dark power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they find, in

each other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if they'd only let it.

With unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author

Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.

Ice Planet Holiday: A SciFi Holiday Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 5)



Author: Ruby Dixon

All this snow and no holidays? What's a stranded human to do?

Create a new holiday, of course. Georgie and the other women decide to bring some new traditions and cheer to the sa-khui. More babies are born, presents are

exchanged, and a new romance blossoms between a human woman desperate for a change, and the alien determined to protect her.

This 25,000 word novella is NOT intended as a stand-alone. Looking for a place to start? Try ICE PLANET BARBARIANS, book one in the series.

Barbarian's Prize: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 6)

Author: Ruby Dixon

It’s hard being the most popular girl on the ice planet. The alien men are falling all over themselves to impress me in the hopes that I’ll take them to my furs. But

they don’t know my secrets – none of them do. And they don’t realize that behind my smile, I just wish they’d go away.

I don’t want any of them. I want someone else – someone with a gorgeous blue body, big horns, and the most intense gaze ever. He’s the only one that knows

the truth. Maybe with him, I can work through my fears of the past….but I’m pretty sure he wants more than just friendship.

He wants forever, and I’m not sure I can give it.

This is book 6 in the Ice Planet Barbarians series.

Book 1 - Ice Planet Barbarians (Georgie's Story)

Book 2 - Barbarian Alien (Liz's Story)

Book 3 - Barbarian Lover (Kira's Story)

Book 4 - Barbarian Mine (Harlow's Story)

Book 5 - Ice Planet Holiday (A Holiday Novella)

Barbarian's Mate: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 7)

Author: Ruby Dixon

'Resonance' is supposed to be a dream - that's when your soulmate is chosen for you. And everyone on the ice planet has hooked up with a big, hunky soulmate

of their own...except me. So do I want a mate? Heck yeah. More than anything, all I've ever wanted is to be loved by someone.

Except that the soulmate chosen for me? My least favorite person on the darn ice planet. Haeden's the most cranky, disapproving, unpleasant, overbearing male

alien...so why is it that my body sings when he gets close? Why is he working so hard to prove to me that he's not as awful as I think he is?

I hate him...don't I?

***

The Ice Planet Barbarians Series:

Ice Planet Barbarians - Georgie's Story

Barbarian Alien - Liz's Story

Barbarian Lover - Kira's Story

Barbarian Mine - Harlow's Story

Ice Planet Holiday - Claire's Story (novella)

Barbarian's Prize - Tiffany's Story

Barbarian's Mate - Josie's Story

Barbarian's Touch: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 8)

Author: Ruby Dixon

When I wake up on the ice planet, I’m scared of everything: this place is cold, silent, and the locals look more like blue devils than aliens. To make matters worse, 

one of the strangers decides I’m going to be his girlfriend and kidnaps me away from my sister. I’m completely and utterly alone. What’s a girl to do? 

 

Well, this girl escapes.  

 

Of course, that means I go from frying pan into the fire, and my situation gets even more dangerous. Just when I have no hope left, a new hero appears. Sure, 

he’s blue, horned, and has a tail. He’s also fierce, protective, makes me purr...and thinks I'm perfect.



 

But is what we have real or just a mating instinct?  

 

Check out the entire Ice Planet Barbarians series: 

Book 1 -- Ice Planet Barbarians (Georgie's story) 

Book 2 -- Barbarian Alien (Liz's story) 

Book 3 -- Barbarian Lover (Kira's story) 

Book 4 -- Barbarian Mine (Harlow's story) 

Book 5 -- Ice Planet Holiday (Claire's story) 

Book 6 -- Barbarian's Prize (Tiffany's story) 

Book 7 -- Barbarian's Mate (Josie's story) 

Book 8 -- Barbarian's Touch (this book!) 

Book 9 -- Barbarian's Taming (coming soon!) 

Barbarian's Taming: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 9)

Author: Ruby Dixon

As a newcomer to the alien tribe, I've struggled to find my place. It might be because I'm a tad headstrong at times. And yes, I might have thrown a few things at

people's heads. But I had a good reason to pitch a fit - my shy sister was stolen away right under my nose. Of course, now she's back and mated. Everyone's

happy...except me.

I need...affection.

Attention.

Okay, I'm lonely. Really lonely.

Strangely enough, the only person that I think understands what I'm going through is the same blue-skinned brute that stole my sister. It's wrong to hook up with

him, even as a mindless fling.

Except...I'm not so good with the whole 'rules' thing.

And he's not so great with the 'fling' thing.

Barbarian's Heart: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 10)

Author: Ruby Dixon

I’ve never spent a day without my mate since arriving on the ice planet. I’m happy and in love, and we have a beautiful child together. All that changed when the

world shook.

My mate nearly died.

He wakes up from his coma…and he can’t remember me. Or our son. Every memory of the past two years is gone. And that changes everything between us.

How can I love someone that doesn’t remember me?

How can I not, when I know he’s still my mate underneath it all?

The Handmaid's Tale

Author: Margaret Atwood

Now a Hulu Original Series

The Handmaid's Tale is a novel of such power that the reader will be unable to forget its images and its forecast. Set in the near future, it describes life in what

was once the United States and is now called the Republic of Gilead, a monotheocracy that has reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining birthrate by

reverting to, and going beyond, the repressive intolerance of the original Puritans. The regime takes the Book of Genesis absolutely at its word, with bizarre

consequences for the women and men in its population.

The story is told through the eyes of Offred, one of the unfortunate Handmaids under the new social order. In condensed but eloquent prose, by turns cool-eyed,

tender, despairing, passionate, and wry, she reveals to us the dark corners behind the establishment’s calm facade, as certain tendencies now in existence are

carried to their logical conclusions. The Handmaid's Tale is funny, unexpected, horrifying, and altogether convincing. It is at once scathing satire, dire warning,

and a tour de force. It is Margaret Atwood at her best.



The Other Emily

Author: Dean Koontz

An Amazon Charts, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestseller.

Number one New York Times bestselling master of suspense Dean Koontz takes readers on a twisting journey of lost love, impossible second

chances, and terrifying promises.

A decade ago, Emily Carlino vanished after her car broke down on a California highway. She was presumed to be one of serial killer Ronny Lee Jessup’s victims

whose remains were never found.

Writer David Thorne still hasn’t recovered from losing the love of his life, or from the guilt of not being there to save her. Since then, he’s sought closure any way

he can. He even visits regularly with Jessup in prison, desperate for answers about Emily’s final hours so he may finally lay her body to rest. Then David meets

Maddison Sutton, beguiling, playful, and keenly aware of all David has lost. But what really takes his breath away is that everything about Maddison, down to her

kisses, is just like Emily. As the fantastic becomes credible, David’s obsession grows, Maddison’s mysterious past deepens—and terror escalates.

Is she Emily? Or an irresistible dead ringer? Either way, the ultimate question is the same: What game is she playing? Whatever the risk in finding out, David’s

willing to take it for this precious second chance. It’s been ten years since he’s felt this inspired, this hopeful, this much in love…and he’s afraid.

The Commanders' Mate (Interstellar Brides® Program Book 15)

Author: Grace Goodwin

Commander Karter is a Prillon Warrior. His first duty is to protect his people, to defend the Coalition worlds from a fate too terrible to comprehend. Battle is his life.

His heart. He fights. He has never once been selfish enough to believe he deserved an Interstellar Bride. Until he's matched at the worst possible time.

Astronomer Erica Roberts has always dreamed of seeing the stars. Volunteering as an Interstellar Bride is a win-win, not only will she be able to see the galaxy,

but she's more than ready to take on the two alien warriors she's been promised. She's all in. But when she transports directly into the aftermath of a battle, she

quickly learns this won't be an easy match. Her two commanders are torn between battling the Hive and battling their need for her.

If a new Hive weapon can destroy a Coalition battlegroup in the space of a single heartbeat, what will it do to Commander Karter's match? And how is he and his

second supposed to keep their mate safe if they can't even save themselves?

Barbarian's Hope: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 11)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Seasons ago, I resonated to the quietest of tribesmates, a male content to love me from afar while I was the center of attention. We could have been happy.

Despite our differences, I loved him and he loved me.

But then a terrible thing happened…and my world was never the same again.

Now resonance is giving us a second chance, but…I’m afraid. What if what I have with my mate is too broken to be fixed? What if there’s no hope left for us at

all?

Wild Seed (The Patternist Series Book 1)

Author: Octavia E. Butler

As the acclaimed Patternist science fiction series begins, two immortals meet in the long-ago past—and mankind’s destiny is changed forever.

For a thousand years, Doro has cultivated a small African village, carefully breeding its people in search of seemingly unattainable perfection. He survives

through the centuries by stealing the bodies of others, a technique he has so thoroughly mastered that nothing on Earth can kill him. But when a gang of New

World slavers destroys his village, ruining his grand experiment, Doro is forced to go west and begin anew. He meets Anyanwu, a centuries-old woman whose

means of immortality are as kind as his are cruel. She is a shapeshifter, capable of healing with a kiss, and she recognizes Doro as a tyrant. Though many

humans have tried to kill them, these two demi-gods have never before met a rival. Now they begin a struggle that will last centuries and permanently alter the

nature of humanity.

Hugo and Nebula award–winning author Octavia E. Butler’s sweeping cross-century epic places her “among the best of contemporary SF writers” (Houston

Chronicle). This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.

Take Me Home (Bob and Nikki Book 17)



Author: Jerry Boyd

The time has come for Bob and the fleet to head back to Earth, and see if they can get along with the people there. The band puts on a concert to celebrate. Get

ready for the Bottish Invasion!

The Atlantis Gene: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

The greatest mystery of all time... 

the history of human origins... 

will be revealed. 

 

In Antarctica, researchers discover a mysterious structure, buried in ice. 

 

In a lab in Jakarta, an autism researcher identifies a revolutionary treatment that could change everything. 

 

But these two incredible discoveries aren’t what they seem. They will set off a race to unravel the deepest secrets of human existence—and an event that could 

change humanity forever. 

 

 

Experience the novel that started it all: The Atlantis Gene is the first book in A.G. Riddle’s bestselling Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE 

MILLION copies worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings 

on GoodReads. The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

The product of years of research, The Atlantis Gene is filled with real science and history that will change how look at human origins—and humanity’s future. Like 

millions of other readers, you’ll be up late turning the pages, promising yourself, just one more chapter. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look At The Atlantis Gene 

 

70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct. 

We survived, but no one knows how. 

Until now. 

 

The countdown to the next stage of human evolution is about to begin, and humanity might not survive this time. 

 

 

Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. It has been there for thousands of years, and 

something is guarding it. Could it be the fabled city of Atlantis? Or is it something more dangerous? 

 

At the same moment, in Jakarta, Indonesia, a brilliant geneticist named Kate Warner has just discovered a breakthrough treatment for autism. Or so she thinks. 

What she has found is far more deadly—for her and for the entire human race. Her work could unleash the next stage of human evolution. It might also hold the 

key to unlocking the mysterious structure off the coast of Antarctica. 

 

On the other side of Jakarta, Agent David Vale is racing to uncover a conspiracy with far-reaching implications. But he’s out of time. His informant inside the 

conspiracy is dead. His own organization has been infiltrated—and his enemy has turned the hunt on him. Now he’s on the run. But when he receives a coded 

message related to an imminent attack, he risks everything to save the one person that can help him stop it: Dr. Kate Warner. 

 

Together, Kate and David race to unravel a global conspiracy and learn the truth about the Atlantis Gene... and human origins. Their journey takes them to the far 

corners of the globe and into the secrets of their pasts. Their enemy is close on their heels and will stop at nothing to obtain Kate’s research and force the next 

stage of human evolution—even if it means killing 99.9% of the world’s population. David and Kate can stop them... if they can trust each other. And stay alive.



 

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Barbarian's Choice: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 12)

Author: Ruby Dixon

I might be the only unmated female in my tribe, but it doesn’t mean I’ve given my heart. I’m waiting. I want resonance, and I won’t settle for anything less.

But when an alien ship lands and a handsome stranger steps out, I know he’s the one. His name’s Mardok and he’s fascinatingly different – and distractingly

appealing. But Mardok can’t stay on the ice planet, and he says he can take me with him.

Now, I must make a choice. Do I stay and lose my mate forever? Or do I follow him to the stars and leave behind everything I know?

Barbarian's Redemption (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 13)

Author: Ruby Dixon

For seasons, I have waited for her - my perfect mate.

In a tribe full of happy couples, I am alone. But I am not content to remain this way. There are no eligible unmated females left, so I will do whatever it takes to

bring females back to our tribe...even if it means doing something wrong. Even if it means I must purchase my mate on the intergalactic black market. I will do

anything to possess her, to claim her as my own. 

But will my ruthless move turn my female against me before we ever meet? Can she ever forgive a male that bought her freedom?

The Troop: A Novel

Author: Nick Cutter

WINNER OF THE JAMES HERBERT AWARD FOR HORROR WRITING

“The Troop scared the hell out of me, and I couldn’t put it down. This is old-school horror at its best.” —Stephen King

Once every year, Scoutmaster Tim Riggs leads a troop of boys into the Canadian wilderness for a weekend camping trip—a tradition as comforting and reliable

as a good ghost story around a roaring bonfire. But when an unexpected intruder stumbles upon their campsite—shockingly thin, disturbingly pale, and

voraciously hungry—Tim and the boys are exposed to something far more frightening than any tale of terror. The human carrier of a bioengineered nightmare. A

horror that spreads faster than fear. A harrowing struggle for survival with no escape from the elements, the infected…or one another.

Part Lord of the Flies, part 28 Days Later—and all-consuming—this tightly written, edge-of-your-seat thriller takes you deep into the heart of darkness, where fear

feeds on sanity…and terror hungers for more.

Klara and the Sun: A novel

Author: Kazuo Ishiguro

NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A GOOD MORNING AMERICA Book Club Pick • A Best Book of the Year by Harper's Bazaar, Vulture, and more

A magnificent new novel from the Nobel laureate Kazuo Ishiguro—author of Never Let Me Go and the Booker Prize-winning The Remains of the

Day—"a masterpiece that will make you think about life, mortality, the saving grace of love” (NPR).

The first novel by Kazuo Ishiguro since he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature tells the story of Klara, an Artificial Friend with outstanding observational

qualities, who, from her place in the store, watches carefully the behavior of those who come in to browse, and of those who pass on the street outside. She

remains hopeful that a customer will soon choose her.

Klara and the Sun is a thrilling book that offers a look at our changing world through the eyes of an unforgettable narrator, and one that explores the fundamental

question: what does it mean to love?

In its award citation in 2017, the Nobel committee described Ishiguro's books as "novels of great emotional force" and said he has "uncovered the abyss beneath

our illusory sense of connection with the world."



Noxx: Alien Adoption Agency #1

Author: Tasha Black

The Alien Adoption Agency is going to make all of Luna’s dreams come true.

At least, that’s what Luna believes when she boards a rickety space craft headed for a frontier moon to meet the child she will raise in exchange for 100 acres of

land and a modest stipend. But she doesn’t count on the dangerous animals, the short but lonely nights, or the big blue warrior who informs her he is on

permanent security duty for the baby.

Noxx is a proud dragon warrior of the Invicta, dedicated to use his strength, strategy and endurance to protect his homeland. When his commander assigns him

guard duty for a baby, he resents the interruption of his career. It’s bad enough that he’s starting to bond with the little whelp, but the instant he sees the child’s

adoptive mother, he knows she is his fated mate. Noxx will have to deny his desperate craving for the dark-haired beauty if he wants to hold on to his chance at

redemption.

When a last-minute trek through the forest of Clotho gets them entangled in a dangerous battle, Luna will have to learn to trust the hunky blue warrior. But can the

dragon let go of his duty long enough to let himself love someone, and be loved in return?

If you like strong women, sexy aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer!

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:

-Noxx

-Kade

-Tyro

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series:

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides

Oh Great! I was Reincarnated as a Farmer: A LitRPG Adventure : (Unorthodox Farming: Book 1)

Author: Benjamin Kerei

What do you have when you blend a pinch of litrpg, a touch of farming simulator, a sprinkle of epic fantasy, a whole cup of Isekai, and a dash of Home Alone?

You have Arnold’s life.

Accidentally murdered by a cleric in another universe during a botched resurrection, Arnold, a semi-pro gamer, wakes upon an altar to find himself incarnated into

the overweight body of a farmer who could have been his fatter twin. He’s not the hero. He’s not the villain. He’s certainly not the chosen one who is there to save

the world. He’s a clerical error.

It could be a bad joke, but apparently, it happens so often that they have a standard procedure for returning you. That standard procedure doesn't apply to Arnold.

Now stuck on a new earth, in a new universe, with no way home, Arnold must use his gaming skills to figure out how to level his farmer class to 100 and gain a

second class which doesn't make him want to beat his head against the wall. There is just one small problem: farmers don't gain experience from killing monsters.

Like at all.

Follow Arnold on his hilarious journey as he stubbornly comes to grips with his new reality and tries to change his destiny from that of your typical farmer.

Defiance of the Fall: A LitRPG Adventure

Author: TheFirstDefier

Zac was alone in the middle of the forest when the world changed... 

 

The whole planet was introduced to the multiverse by an unfeeling System... or God. A universe where an endless number of races and civilizations fought for 

power and dominion.



 

Zac finds himself stuck in the wilderness surrounded by deadly beasts, demons, and worse. Alone, lost and without answers, he must find the means to survive

and get stronger in this new cut-throat reality. 

 

With only a hatchet for his weapon, he'll have to seek out his family before the world collapses... or die trying. 

 

Experience the start of the hit LitRPG series with over 20 Million views on Royal Road. For the first time, Defiance of the Fall is now available on

Kindle, Kindle Unlimited, and Audible narrated by Pavi Prozcko. 

 

About the Series: Jump into a System Apocalypse story that merges LitRPG elements with eastern cultivation. Class systems, skill systems, endless choices for

progression, it has everything fans of the genre love. Explore a vast universe full of mystery, adventure, danger and even aliens; where even a random passer-by

might hold the power of a god. Follow Zac as he struggles to stake out a unique path to power as a mortal in a world full of cultivators.

Green World (Undying Mercenaries Book 15)

Author: B. V. Larson

Rebels build a secret base on Green World. Their plan is to attack Earth and retake all the planets the Humans have conquered.

Hegemony starships gather to strike the Rebels first, but where is their base? As the fleets search, Earth warships trespass into Skay space igniting a fresh

border conflict between rival Galactics.

When James McGill stumbles onto the rebel camp, they’re forced to step up their plans. The world goes up in flames. Friends are permed and cities are

destroyed as everything spins out of control.

Can Earth survive? Find out in GREEN WORLD, book #15 of the Undying Mercenaries series. With over three million copies sold, USA Today Bestselling author

B. V. Larson is the king of modern military science fiction.

He Who Fights with Monsters 2: A LitRPG Adventure

Author: Shirtaloon

The path from retail middle management to interdimensional wizard adventurer wasn’t easy, but Jason Asano is settling into his new life.

Now, a contest draws young elites to the city of Greenstone, competing for a grand prize. Jason must gather a band of companions if he is to stand a chance

against the best the world has to offer.

While the young adventurers are caught up in competition, the city leaders deal with revelations of betrayal as a vast and terrible enemy is revealed. Although

Jason seems uninvolved, he has unknowingly crossed the enemy’s path before. Friends and foes made along the way will lead him to cross it again as inevitable

conflict looms.

After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million views, the He Who Fights with Monsters

Series is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.

He Who Fights with Monsters: A LitRPG Adventure

Author: Shirtaloon

Jason wakes up in a mysterious world of magic and monsters. 

 

It’s not easy making the career jump from office-supplies-store middle manager to heroic interdimensional adventurer. At least, Jason tries to be heroic, but it's 

hard to be good when all your powers are evil. 

 

He’ll face off against cannibals, cultists, wizards, monsters...and that’s just on the first day. He’s going to need courage, he’s going to need wit, and he’s going to 

need some magic powers of his own. But first, he’s going to need pants. 

 

After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million views, He Who Fights with Monsters is now 

available on Kindle. 

 

About the series: Experience an isekai culture clash as a laid-back Australian finds himself in a very serious world. See him gain suspiciously evil powers 

through a unique progression system combining cultivation and traditional LitRPG elements. Enjoy a weak-to-strong story with a main character who earns his 

power without overshadowing everyone around him, with plenty of loot, adventurers, gods and magic. Rich characters and world-building offer humor, political 

intrigue and slice-of-life elements alongside lots of monster fighting and adventure. 



The Enigma Cube (Alien Artifact Book 1)

Author: Douglas E. Richards

To secure a dazzling future they must travel to a perilous past. A riveting science-fiction thriller from the million-copy NY Times bestselling author.

"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all night long." (Douglas Preston)

An alien object with breathtaking capabilities. And a life-and-death struggle for the future of humanity.

Dr. Kelly Connolly is part of a top-secret team studying the most important find in human history, the Enigma Cube, an alien artifact of incomprehensible power. A

cube whose technology can catapult civilization to dizzying heights--or destroy it entirely.

After years of failed attempts to unlock the cube's secrets, all hell suddenly breaks loose. Kelly and a black-ops commando, Justin Boyd, are soon fighting against

all odds to stay alive, and to keep the cube out of enemy hands.

As the situation quickly goes from bad to worse, Kelly discovers that the cube is far more dangerous than even she had imagined. And that her actions could lead

to nightmarish changes to the nature of reality itself.

The Enigma Cube is a masterful thriller. One crammed with breakneck action, unexpected twists, mind-blowing science, and ethical dilemmas readers will be

contemplating long after they've read the last page.

"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book dot com)

NEAR-FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION THRILLERS BY DOUGLAS E. RICHARDS   

STANDALONES  

QUANTUM LENS

GAME CHANGER

INFINITY BORN

SEEKER

VERACITY

ORACLE

SERIES    

WIRED (Wired 1)

AMPED (Wired 2)

MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1)

BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2)

MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3)

SPLIT SECOND(Split Second 1)

TIME FRAME (Split Second 2)

THE ENIGMA CUBE (Alien Artifact 1)

A PIVOT IN TIME (Alien Artifact 2)

Kids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike)

TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1)

CAPTURED (Prometheus Project 2)

STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3)

OUT OF THIS WORLD

DEVIL'S SWORD

Ruins of the Galaxy Boxed Set: Books 1-6

Author: J.N. Chaney



The mission is simple. Escort an emissary to an intergalactic peace summit. Try not to get in the way.

Lt. Magnus and his 79th Recon Team have certainly handled worse, after all.

But when an explosion rocks the tower and sends everyone into a panic, Magnus and his asset find themselves cut off from the rest of the team.

Worse still, a dying alien chieftain gives them a priceless drive of intel, marking them for death.

The mission has officially changed.

With enemies on all sides, Magnus must do everything in his power to protect the emissary and escape the tower. There is no back up. There is no chance for

failure.

The fate of the entire galaxy now lies in the hands of a Republic Marine and a diplomat.

All they have to do is survive.

Experience the beginning of this sprawling galactic tale in this first entry to the award winning Ruins of the Galaxy series. If you're a fan of Star Wars, Galaxy's

Edge, or Battlestar Galactica, you'll love this military scifi epic.

This set contains books 1-6 in the Ruins of the Earth series.

Mars Colony Chronicles (Books 1 - 5): A Space Opera Box Set Adventure

Author: Brandon Ellis

Get The Mars Colony Chronicles Box Set, featuring five books in the Amazon bestselling series. Grab the adventure of a lifetime that combines 

elements of Indiana Jones, Solo, and Total Recall for a thrilling ride on Mars and beyond. 1200+ pages of high-octane space opera action. 

 

From Book 1, Martian Plague: 

 

We expected Mars to be an escape, not a trap. 

 

A crimson, blasted, frigid trap. Maybe humans were lucky to leave Earth as cowards...or maybe they should have died trying to save it from the aliens. Because 

what's now arrived on this red rock may be worse than death. 

 

Aliens destroyed humanity and seized Earth. Now they have sent a terrible, unstoppable disease to the last human outposts on Mars. 

 

The doomsday clock is ticking and only criminal archaeologist Ozzy Mack can decipher the clues buried in the ancient Martian ruins...clues to the cure and the 

salvation of humankind. 

 

Unless it's already too late. 

 

From Book 2, Martian Ark: 

 

Mars took us in. Now it's taking us out. 

 

Mars is our last outpost, our final chance for survival. It's also a fatal trap the alien invasion has us backed into. Mars has kept us alive for a hundred years 

since we fled Earth, when we had nowhere else to go. The aliens spent that century rebuilding and reorganizing. Now, they're heading our way, ready to give 

genocide another swing. 

 

But humanity isn't ready to die just yet-especially not criminal archaeologist Ozzy Mack. 

 

Ozzy has a task: Decode ancient glyphs to find an ultimate weapon buried long ago. Problem #1: The weapon may not exist. Problem #2: The glyphs claim only 

those of the right bloodline can operate it. Problem #3: No one of that bloodline exists anymore. 

 

Two interstellar enemies are about to collide, and Ozzy may have to decide between his own fate and humanity's. 

 

From Book 3, Martian Insurrection: 

 

The aliens seized our home and forced us to hide on Mars. Years later, they found us and attacked again. 

 

We sent them back to Earth, battered and limping...but far from destroyed. The clock is ticking. Humanity may never get a second chance to counter-attack. 

 

Which makes this the worst possible time for Mars to be governed by a High Judge hell-bent on ruling through fear, corruption, and espionage. With 

humanity's survival at stake, the High Judge only sees threats to his power and profits. 

 

Rebel archaeologist Ozzy Mack may hold the key to the counter-attack. If he can find an ancient relic that enhances humanity's greatest weapon, the Ark,



the offensive just might succeed. But as the launch window shrinks, Ozzy faces defeat from every side. And now the High Judge wants him dead. 

 

From Book 4, Martian Earth: 

 

Earth was our home before the invasion. Before we were forced to live on Mars. 

 

That exile ends now. We're coming for Earth. And we're going to take it back. 

 

Hopefully. If Ozzy Mack can do the impossible. 

 

With only a small crew, Ozzy must sneak onto Earth, acquire an ancient artifact, and wipe every alien off the crumbling blue planet. 

 

Of course, the plan will only work if the artifact turns out to be real...and if Ozzy can wrap his conscience around committing alien genocide. 

 

And all of that only matters if Ozzy can cheat death with every hour spent among the enemy. 

 

And carry on to Book 5, Martian Legacy... 

 

...where more adventure, fast-paced, action-packed story awaits, full of incredible characters both human and alien.

Dune

Author: Frank Herbert

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Josh Brolin, Jason Momoa, Zendaya, Rebecca

Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Javier Bardem, Dave Bautista, Stellan Skarsgård, and Charlotte Rampling.

Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time.

Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of

value is the “spice” melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the known universe, melange is a prize worth killing

for....

When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s family will set the boy on a journey toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And

as he evolves into the mysterious man known as Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. 

A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the Hugo Award, and formed the basis of

what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.

House of Sky and Breath (Crescent City)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

Sequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller. Sarah J. Maas's sexy, groundbreaking CRESCENT CITY series continues with this second installment.

Bryce Quinlan and Hunt Athalar have made a pact. As they process the events of the Spring they will keep things … platonic … until the Solstice. But can they

resist when the crackling tension between them is enough to set the whole of Crescent City aflame?

And they are not out of danger yet. Dragged into a rebel movement they want no part of, Bryce, Hunt and their friends find themselves pitted against the terrifying

Asteri – whose notice they must avoid at all costs. But as they learn more about the rebel cause, they face a choice: stay silent while others are oppressed, or

fight. And they've never been very good at staying silent.

In this sexy, action-packed sequel to the #1 bestseller House of Earth and Blood, Sarah J. Maas weaves a captivating story of a world about to explode – and the

people who will do anything to save it.

I Married A Lizardman

Author: Regine Abel

 

Scaly, grumpy, but oh so cuddly... 

 

As a third daughter on the farming colony of Meterion, Susan’s future prospects aren’t too promising. A pretty face, top-notch skills, and hard work mean nothing if 

your dowry doesn’t include fertile lands. With her twenty-fifth birthday approaching, and no suitors even remotely sniffing in her general direction, Susan will be 

forced to leave the family lands to work as an indentured servant in the capital city. Her only way out is to settle for an arranged marriage through the PMA – the



Prime Mating Agency. She just never expected to be paired to a grumpy, massive lizardman, and above all not to grow so fond of his scales and quirky ways. 

 

With everything going on, the last thing Olix needs is a mate, especially a squishy, scaleless, off-worlder with strange ways, and an obsession with farming. He is

a Hunter, not a dirt digger. The Seer must have been mistaken when she insisted that, for the sake of the people, he take a mate from the stars. How can such a

tiny thing be their salvation? And yet, his Susan’s softness is disturbingly addictive while hiding a surprising resilience. 

 

With his ancestral lands on the line and the future of the clans threatened, could this wisp of a woman turn their fate around?

Elsewhere

Author: Dean Koontz

The fate of the world is in the hands of a father and daughter in an epic novel of wonder and terror by Dean Koontz, the #1 New York Times bestselling

master of suspense.

Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy Coltrane has worked to maintain a normal life for himself and his eleven-year-old daughter, Amity, in Suavidad

Beach. It’s a quiet life, until a local eccentric known as Spooky Ed shows up on their doorstep.

Ed entrusts Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous object—something he calls “the key to everything”—and tells Jeffy that he must never use the device. But

after a visit from a group of ominous men, Jeffy and Amity find themselves accidentally activating the key and discovering an extraordinary truth. The device

allows them to jump between parallel planes at once familiar and bizarre, wondrous and terrifying. And Jeffy and Amity can’t help but wonder, could Michelle be

just a click away?

Jeffy and Amity aren’t the only ones interested in the device. A man with a dark purpose is in pursuit, determined to use its grand potential for profound evil.

Unless Amity and Jeffy can outwit him, the place they call home may never be safe again.

Edge of Collapse: A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller

Author: Kyla Stone

In the dead of winter, an EMP attack destroys the U.S. power grid. 

No electricity. No cars or phones. The country is plunged into instant chaos. 

 

But for Hannah Sheridan, it's the best day of her life. For the last five years, she's been the captive of a sadistic psychopath--until the EMP releases the lock of 

her prison. 

 

Battered but not broken, she emerges from her underground cell into a hostile winter wilderness with nothing but her determination to survive. 

 

Reclusive ex-soldier Liam Coleman is headed nowhere fast. He believed he was prepared for any disaster, until the EMP took everything he'd ever cared about in 

a matter of seconds. 

 

Two hundred frozen, perilous miles stand between them and their destination in rural Michigan. But the killing cold isn't the only threat, for Hannah's captor isn't 

about to let her go... 

 

When the country goes dark, ordinary people find themselves facing the end of the world as they know it. With society collapsing before their eyes, they'll have to 

risk everything to protect their home and the people they love. 

 

*Series Now Complete!* From USA Today Bestselling Author Kyla Stone comes the Edge of Collapse series, a riveting apocalyptic saga featuring flawed, 

complex characters and high-octane action adventure. A survival thriller perfect for fans of Bobby Akart, Boyd Craven, and Jack Hunt.  

 

*This is the first book in a series. Rated PG-13 for mild language and moderate violence* 

 

What readers are saying about Edge of Collapse: 

 

"I started reading an EMP Apoc book and came out with so much more than I ever could have imagined! I'm pretty sure I read the majority of this book 

with my mouth hanging open in shock. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer 

 

"Intense and spellbinding, and you won't want to put it down except to catch your breath!" -Amazon reviewer 

 

"This one kept me on the edge of my seat, up past my bedtime with nonstop tension. I love post-apocalyptic fiction, and Kyla Stone is one of the best in this 

genre." -Amazon reviewer 

 

"I woke up at midnight to read this book when it released. Kyla, you have once again outdone yourself with this series which is like non other I've read!" 

-Amazon reviewer 

 

"Wow! What a story! A nail-biting apocalyptic end of the world scenario. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer



 

"I absolutely loved the twist to the normal EMP story! What an action-packed and emotional story. I can't wait to see what happens next."-Amazon reviewer 

 

"I am an avid post-apocalyptic reader, but this book combines that genre with a suspense/thriller component and is a step above the usual Post Apocalypse

fiction. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer 

 

"A thrilling read from start to finish!" -Amazon reviewer

Home: Habitat, Range, Niche, Territory: A Tor.com Original

Author: Martha Wells

"Home: Habitat, Range, Niche, Territory" is a short story set in the world of Martha Well's Murderbot Diaries. This story was originally given free to readers who

pre-ordered Network Effect, the fifth entry in the series. The events of "Home: Habitat, Range, Niche, Territory" occur just after the fourth novella, Exit Strategy.

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Wild (Alpha Brotherhood Book 4)

Author: Sara Fields

She's going to scream for me and I don't care who hears it.

I traveled to this city to disrupt the plans of the Brotherhood's enemies, not tame a defiant omega, but the moment Revna challenged me I knew punishing her

would not be enough.

Despite her blushing protests, I'm going to bare her beautiful body and mark her quivering bottom with my belt, but she won't be truly put in her place until I put

her flat on her back.

I'm her alpha and I will use her as I please.

Publisher's Note: Wild is a stand-alone novel which is the fourth entry in the Alpha Brotherhood series. It includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense and

humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

The Space Between Worlds

Author: Micaiah Johnson

NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • An outsider who can travel between worlds discovers a secret that threatens the very fabric of

the multiverse in this stunning debut, a powerful examination of identity, privilege, and belonging.

WINNER OF THE COMPTON CROOK AWARD • FINALIST FOR THE LOCUS AWARD • “Gorgeous writing, mind-bending world-building, razor-sharp

social commentary, and a main character who demands your attention—and your allegiance.”—Rob Hart, author of The Warehouse

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • Library Journal • Book Riot

Multiverse travel is finally possible, but there’s just one catch: No one can visit a world where their counterpart is still alive. Enter Cara, whose parallel selves

happen to be exceptionally good at dying—from disease, turf wars, or vendettas they couldn’t outrun. Cara’s life has been cut short on 372 worlds in total.

On this dystopian Earth, however, Cara has survived. Identified as an outlier and therefore a perfect candidate for multiverse travel, Cara is plucked from the dirt

of the wastelands. Now what once made her marginalized has finally become an unexpected source of power. She has a nice apartment on the lower levels of

the wealthy and walled-off Wiley City. She works—and shamelessly flirts—with her enticing yet aloof handler, Dell, as the two women collect off-world data for the

Eldridge Institute. She even occasionally leaves the city to visit her family in the wastes, though she struggles to feel at home in either place. So long as she can

keep her head down and avoid trouble, Cara is on a sure path to citizenship and security.

But trouble finds Cara when one of her eight remaining doppelgängers dies under mysterious circumstances, plunging her into a new world with an old secret.

What she discovers will connect her past and her future in ways she could have never imagined—and reveal her own role in a plot that endangers not just her

world but the entire multiverse.

“Clever characters, surprise twists, plenty of action, and a plot that highlights social and racial inequities in astute prose.”—Library Journal (starred

review)



The Strip Down: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 5)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Amanda discover the secrets behind an alien ruin? And the mysterious alien with the haunted eyes?

Amanda is happy with her life as an elementary school teacher - and making plans to expand her family. Waking up naked and alone on an alien planet is not on

her schedule.

Desperate to return to Earth, she reluctantly accepts the help of the massive alien who appears out of the sands. But the more time they spend together, the more

complicated her need to return becomes.

Va’rik awakens to find himself alone on the edge of an ancient desert. He is quite sure he has an important task to perform - the only problem is that he can’t quite

remember what he needs to accomplish.

When he encounters a strange, beautiful female, assisting her becomes his mission. But as his memories start to return, he realizes that helping her leave is the

last thing he truly wants.

Can Va’rik keep his vow to Amanda, even if it means the future of his race - and his own happiness - are in jeopardy?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance; however, this book contains references to previous characters and

events in the series and may best be enjoyed in order. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

The Retired S Ranked Adventurer : Volume I (The Shatterfist Book 1)

Author: Wolfe Locke

★Adventurers never die, they just fade away★

They called him Sven, the Shatterfist.

One of a group of heroes who fought the Demon Lord Mannon.

He’s finally returned home.

But for Sven, after returning from abroad, life isn’t what it used to be.

Adventuring isn’t what it used to be.

Things have changed. Something is different.

The obvious next step?

Retire.

Settle down. Start his own tavern. Drink with magic girls.

Maybe not in that order.

Get your copy of "The Retired S Ranked Adventurer" and set off for an adventure.

Early Reviews From Followers

*I have read this a few times because I really like the story and the pacing. This story explores an interesting question of what do high level characters do in their

happily ever afters. Personally it resonated with me because if you have ever played an MMO you get to a point where people quit because there's no more

content and you are left trying to find something to do. The characters are really good and overall I really liked this. Looking forward to more from the author. - K N

For the readers who want a simple slice of life story, The Retired S Rank Adventurer is not the story for you. However, for those readers who want to read a story

with a vast world and want twists and turns in their story, read at the very least to chapter 24. I will not spoil the story, but chapter 24 completely caught me off

guard. It truly surprised me, but I can't say there were not hints along the way looking back now. It is a slow burn, but it definitely is worth the wait. - John Plume

Winter World (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A new ice age... 

and a shocking discovery... 

will change humanity forever.



 

From the Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with over FOUR MILLION COPIES sold worldwide comes an epic novel with an unforgettable

twist. 

 

* Longlisted for the Wilbur Smith Award for best published novel. * 

 

 

In the near future, a new ice age has begun. 

 

Humanity stands on the brink of extinction. 

 

Desperate for answers, scientists send probes into the solar system to take readings. Near Mars, they identify a mysterious object moving toward the Sun. Is it

the cause of the ice age? Or could it be humanity’s only hope of survival? 

 

With time running out, NASA launches a mission to make contact. But the object isn’t what anyone thought. In the dark of space, alone, the team makes a

discovery that will change the course of human history—and possibly end it. 

 

 

Filled with real science and fascinating details, Winter World is that unique blend of fact and fiction that could completely change how you see our planet—and

humanity’s future. For those intrepid souls starting this bestselling trilogy, be warned: you may well be up late into the night turning the pages. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

 

An Extended Look at Winter World 

 

Each month, Earth grows colder. 

 

Snow falls in summer. Glaciers trample cities across North America, Europe, and Asia. The new ice age shows no signs of stopping. 

 

Chaos erupts. 

 

Around the world, people abandon their homes and flock to regions where they can survive. Nations prepare to go to war for the world’s last habitable zones. 

 

Scientists search the cause of the new ice age. They send probes into the solar system to collect readings. Near Mars, a probe finds a mysterious object, drifting

toward the Sun. Is it responsible for the new ice age? Or is it merely an observer? Or neither? Could it be a relic from a long-extinct civilization? One thing is

certain: investigating the object is humanity’s best hope of survival. 

 

As the ice age claims more lives and the world slides into anarchy, an international consortium launches a mission into space to make contact. But the first

contact mission doesn’t go as planned. What the crew discovers out there is beyond anyone’s imagination. 

 

Two members of the first contact mission may hold the keys to humanity’s salvation. 

 

Dr. Emma Matthews is the commander aboard the International Space Station. For months, she has watched the world below freeze and civilization unravel. The

headlines tell only half of the story. The messages from her sister tell the rest, of a world witnessing mass migrations, fighting for survival, struggling to provide a

future for their children. When a catastrophe strikes the ISS, Emma faces her own fight for survival. 

 

Dr. James Sinclair is one of the greatest scientists alive. A mind before his time. Years ago, he invented something with the potential to change the world—an

invention that would upset the balance of power in the world forever. Fearing that change, his enemies sent him to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. But with

humanity’s future at stake, NASA asks him to join the first contact mission. His expertise is vital to the mission’s success—and to saving Emma. With the clock

ticking down to humanity’s final days on Earth, James makes a decision that will change his life forever and may determine the fate of the entire human race. 

 

Available in Kindle eBook, Audible audiobook, print, and Kindle Unlimited.

Ready Player Two: A Novel (Ready Player One Book 2)

Author: Ernest Cline



#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The highly anticipated sequel to the beloved worldwide bestseller Ready Player One, the near-future

adventure that inspired the blockbuster Steven Spielberg film.

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST • “The game is on again. . . . A great mix of exciting fantasy and

threatening fact.”—The Wall Street Journal

AN UNEXPECTED QUEST. TWO WORLDS AT STAKE. ARE YOU READY?

Days after winning OASIS founder James Halliday’s contest, Wade Watts makes a discovery that changes everything.

Hidden within Halliday’s vaults, waiting for his heir to find, lies a technological advancement that will once again change the world and make the OASIS a

thousand times more wondrous—and addictive—than even Wade dreamed possible.

With it comes a new riddle, and a new quest—a last Easter egg from Halliday, hinting at a mysterious prize.

And an unexpected, impossibly powerful, and dangerous new rival awaits, one who’ll kill millions to get what he wants.

Wade’s life and the future of the OASIS are again at stake, but this time the fate of humanity also hangs in the balance.

Lovingly nostalgic and wildly original as only Ernest Cline could conceive it, Ready Player Two takes us on another imaginative, fun, action-packed adventure

through his beloved virtual universe, and jolts us thrillingly into the future once again.

The Stand

Author: Stephen King

This is the way the world ends: with a nanosecond of computer error in a Defense Department laboratory and a million casual contacts that form the links in a

chain letter of death.

And here is the bleak new world of the day after: a world stripped of its institutions and emptied of 99 percent of its people. A world in which a handful of panicky

survivors choose sides -- or are chosen. A world in which good rides on the frail shoulders of the 108-year-old Mother Abigail -- and the worst nightmares of evil

are embodied in a man with a lethal smile and unspeakable powers: Randall Flagg, the dark man.

In 1978 Stephen King published The Stand, the novel that is now considered to be one of his finest works. But as it was first published, The Stand was

incomplete, since more than 150,000 words had been cut from the original manuscript.

Now Stephen King's apocalyptic vision of a world blasted by plague and embroiled in an elemental struggle between good and evil has been restored to its

entirety. The Stand : The Complete And Uncut Edition includes more than five hundred pages of material previously deleted, along with new material that King

added as he reworked the manuscript for a new generation. It gives us new characters and endows familiar ones with new depths. It has a new beginning and a

new ending. What emerges is a gripping work with the scope and moral comlexity of a true epic.

For hundreds of thousands of fans who read The Stand in its original version and wanted more, this new edition is Stephen King's gift. And those who are reading

The Stand for the first time will discover a triumphant and eerily plausible work of the imagination that takes on the issues that will determine our survival.

From the Hardcover edition.

Claimed by the Hunter: A Post-Apocalyptic Alien Romance (Xarc'n Warriors Book 1)

Author: Lynnea Lee

Alice

My name is Alice, and I live in the Bugpocalypse.

I survived my first post-apocalyptic winter, and spring is here. And that’s bad news! With warm weather comes the endless swarms of deadly bugs.

I need to forage for food, but there’s just one little problem. Okay, so “little” isn’t the best word to describe the fierce Xarc’n warrior who is obsessed with me. Kaj’k

is freakin’ HUGE! And his sharp claws, pointy fangs, and massive horns are scary AF.

I reject his gift of food and flowers, but my massively muscled alien hunter doesn’t get the hint. He tosses me over his shoulders and carries me to his shuttle. I

expect the worse, but all he does is purr at me.

Kaj’k

I’ve spent my entire life fighting the swarm. Genetically engineered to hunt the scourge across the galaxy, Xarc’n hunters are the ultimate predator. It takes a lot to

take one of us down. Then, I meet the little human female who brings me to my knees.



My Alice is full of fire, and I have no doubt she could survive on her own. But she’s my mate, and she’s mine to protect. When cannibals and scourge threaten

my female, I toss her over my shoulder and carry her to my ship.

Now that I have my mate in my arms, I’m never letting her go!

Code to Zero

Author: Ken Follett

In this classic Cold War thriller, #1 New York Times bestselling author Ken Follett puts his own electrifying twist on the space race between the U.S.

and the Soviet Union. As the clock counts down to a shocking climax, "Code to Zero's split-second suspense proves that . . . [Follett is] still a hell of a

storyteller" (Entertainment Weekly).

January, 1958—the darkest hour of the Cold War and the early dawn of the space race. On the launch pad at Cape Canaveral sits America’s best hope to catch

up with the Russians: the Explorer I satellite. But at the last moment, the launch is delayed due to weather, even though everyone can see it is a perfectly sunny

day.

The real reason for the delay rests deep in the mind of a NASA scientist who has awoken that morning to find his memory completely erased. Knowing only that

he’s being followed and watched at every turn, he must find the clues to his own identity before he can discover who is responsible. But even more terrible is the

dark secret that they want him to forget. A secret that can destroy the Explorer I—and America’s future. . . . 

Praise for Code to Zero:

"This spy thriller is Follett at his best." —People

"Starts off fast and never slows down. . . . Follett creates a rousing story that never flags." —Chicago Tribune

"Gripping." —The New York Times

"Flawlessly plotted, tautly told, and suspenseful." —Minneapolis Star Tribune

"A winner . . . a jolting joyride." —St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Pestilence (The Four Horsemen Book 1)

Author: Laura Thalassa

They came to earth—Pestilence, War, Famine, Death—four horsemen riding their screaming steeds, racing to the corners of the world. Four horsemen with the

power to destroy all of humanity. They came to earth, and they came to end us all.

When Pestilence comes for Sara Burn’s town, one thing is certain: everyone she knows and loves is marked for death. Unless, of course, the angelic-looking

horseman is stopped, which is exactly what Sara has in mind when she shoots the unholy beast off his steed.

Too bad no one told her Pestilence can’t be killed.

Now the horseman, very much alive and very pissed off, has taken her prisoner, and he’s eager to make her suffer. Only, the longer she’s with him, the more

uncertain she is about his true feelings towards her … and hers towards him.

And now, well, Sara might still be able to save the world, but in order to do so, she'll have to sacrifice her heart in the process.

Viper (Naga Brides Book 1)

Author: Naomi Lucas

Long have we been alone. 

 

Without brides, without females to warm us during the long nights. Without sweet mates. 

But we see them, from afar, brides that could be ours. Kept away from us by walls and weapons. Females we long for greatly. 

 

Obsessively. 

 

Human females. 

 

And the one with red hair? I want her. I saw her first. I will fight to the death for her.



 

She is MINE. 

 

So, we’ll come together and make an exchange with their men that will benefit us all. 

After that? 

To the winner goes the spoils… 

Let the hunt begin. 

 

But the red-headed female is MINE. 

 

--- 

Viper is the first book in a series of Bride Hunting Aliens. With the charm of a snake, and the wiles of a devil, these males will do anything, and I mean anything,

for their females. 

 

 

All Systems Red (Kindle Single): The Murderbot Diaries

Author: Martha Wells

Winner: 2018 Hugo Award for Best Novella

Winner: 2018 Nebula Award for Best Novella

Winner: 2018 Alex Award

Winner: 2018 Locus Award

One of the Verge's Best Books of 2017

A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller

A murderous android discovers itself in All Systems Red, a tense science fiction adventure by Martha Wells that interrogates the roots of

consciousness through Artificial Intelligence.

"As a heartless killing machine, I was a complete failure."

In a corporate-dominated spacefaring future, planetary missions must be approved and supplied by the Company. Exploratory teams are accompanied by

Company-supplied security androids, for their own safety.

But in a society where contracts are awarded to the lowest bidder, safety isn’t a primary concern.

On a distant planet, a team of scientists are conducting surface tests, shadowed by their Company-supplied ‘droid — a self-aware SecUnit that has hacked its

own governor module, and refers to itself (though never out loud) as “Murderbot.” Scornful of humans, all it really wants is to be left alone long enough to figure

out who it is.

But when a neighboring mission goes dark, it's up to the scientists and their Murderbot to get to the truth.

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Savage Dominion: A LitRPG Adventure

Author: Luke Chmilenko

Maulkin didn't know dying would mean a new eternity of dungeon delving, monster slaying, and glory hunting. If he had, he wouldn’t have been so worried about

kicking the bucket on a date gone even more wrong than usual.

Reborn in the wild world of Amaranth, Maulkin finds himself in a hulking demi-human body with a sword of a size to match. Marked as an Eternal, a fledging

immortal of boundless potential, Maulkin soon discovers he’s been given a mission by the elder pantheon of this new realm:

Grow stronger. Ascend to godhood. Spread chaos in their name.

Oh and fend off that inbound apocalypse, if he can find the time.

Who wants an easy afterlife anyway?

The Fossil: Science Fiction Thriller (Secrets Of Mars Book 1)



Author: Joshua T. Calvert

"An intriguing, character-driven mystery/thriller with 'science-fictional awe and' outer-space trappings." (Kirkus Reviews) A human fossil on Mars. An astronaut

who lost her memory and a powerful organization that keeps a secret in Antarctica—one that will change the world forever. "Joshua T. Calvert has a gift for

making nail-biting science fiction that you can't put down. Get ready for some sleepless nights!" - M.A. Rothman, USA Today bestselling author

In 2018, Canadian archaeologist Ron Jackson makes a mind-boggling discovery in Antarctica—right before disappearing without a trace, leaving behind only his

controversial theory that humans have lived on Earth far, far longer than we think they have.

Decades later, in 2042, when Jackson's wife dies under mysterious circumstances, an unlikely pair of investigators, Agatha Devenworth and Pano Hofer, begin

investigating whether her death might be connected to Jackson's disappearance. What exactly was it he found before he vanished? Why is the Human

Foundation, a hyper-powerful business empire built on an endless series of game-changing inventions it has been rolling out, one after another, for over twenty

years, trying to hide the truth from the two investigators? And what could it possibly have to do with the first manned mission to Mars, which ended in disaster

leaving countless conspiracy theories in its wake?

Randomize (Forward collection)

Author: Andy Weir

Audible narration by Janina Gavankar (True Blood)

In the near future, if Vegas games are ingeniously scam-proof, then the heists have to be too, in this imaginative and whip-smart story by the New York Times

bestselling author of The Martian.

An IT whiz at the Babylon Casino is enlisted to upgrade security for the game of keno and its random-number generator. The new quantum computer system is

foolproof. But someone on the inside is no fool. For once the odds may not favor the house—unless human ingenuity isn’t entirely a thing of the past.

Andy Weir’s Randomize is part of Forward, a collection of six stories of the near and far future from out-of-this-world authors. Each piece can be read or listened

to in a single thought-provoking sitting.

The Testaments: A Novel

Author: Margaret Atwood

A New York Times bestselling modern masterpiece that "reminds us of the power of truth in the face of evil” (People)—and can be read on its own or

as a sequel to Margaret Atwood’s classic, The Handmaid’s Tale.  

 

“Atwood’s powers are on full display” (Los Angeles Times) in this deeply compelling Booker Prize-winning novel, now updated with additional content that

explores the historical sources, ideas, and material that inspired Atwood. 

More than fifteen years after the events of The Handmaid's Tale, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on power, but there are signs it

is beginning to rot from within. At this crucial moment, the lives of three radically different women converge, with potentially explosive results.

Two have grown up as part of the first generation to come of age in the new order. The testimonies of these two young women are joined by a third: Aunt Lydia. 

Her complex past and uncertain future unfold in surprising and pivotal ways.

With The Testaments, Margaret Atwood opens up the innermost workings of Gilead, as each woman is forced to come to terms with who she is, and how far she

will go for what she believes.

Song of Redemption (Sentenced to War Book 3)

Author: J.N. Chaney

In the midst of humanity’s greatest fight for survival, old rivalries threaten to pull allies apart in a rush for rumored alien tech. 

 

 

 

With the newly weaponized Sergeant Reverent Pelletier and his Marine Raiders at the tip of the spear, only they stand a chance at holding the shaky alliance 

together long enough to meet the enemy. 

 

 

 

The Centaurs are on their way to destroy the very birthplace of human civilization: Mother Earth itself. 

 



 

Humanity's end may be upon us. . . but only if Rev and his team fail to do the impossible. 

 

 

 

Experience the thrilling third installment in the international bestselling series from USA Today Bestselling Authors J.N. Chaney and Jonathan Brazee. If you're a

fan of gritty military scifi action and characters who refuse to quit, you'll love this series.

Enticed by an Alien Warlord (Fated Mates of the Ferlaern Warriors Book 1)

Author: Ava Ross

He has tusks and a tail and insists she's his fated mate. She's enticed, but determined not to get involved. Can a burly alien warrior and a single mom

find love together on a planet far from Earth?

Garek: With my clan threatened, I don't have time for romance with a pesky Earth female. Until I meet Piper. She and her youngling son are part of our planet's

new settlement. Soon, I find myself helping her plan her home and talking about odd Earthling activities. What is a square dance, and must I do it? She's soft and

lush in all the right places, and I could pick her up and carry her around with one arm. And her son... I ache to show him how to tame a mighty winged trundier.

Piper may say she doesn't need love, but I'll do whatever it takes to win her heart.

Piper: I brought my eight-year-old son to Ferlaern to start anew--the new wild west, we're calling this planet. The other women want romance but not me. Then I

meet Garek, a seven-foot-tall, gruff warrior who's out to steal my heart. Burned in the past, I'm afraid to trust. Never mind that he makes my son laugh for the first

time in forever or that his kisses... Not going there. But when our settlement's attacked by vicious creatures, it'll take both of us to survive the threat.

Enticed by an Alien Warlord is Book 1 in the Fated Mates of the Ferlaern Warriors Series. This standalone, full-length romance has on-the-page heat, aliens who

look and act alien, a guaranteed happily ever after, no cheating, and no cliffhanger. Look for the series on Amazon.

Tower Climber 3 (A LitRPG Adventure)

Author: Jakob Tanner

The tower's mysteries grow deeper...

Closer to finding his sister than ever before, Max still has more questions than answers.

Why has she left cryptic messages across the lower floors of the tower?

What is she trying to tell him?

And then there's the last question. The one that keeps him up at night. The kind of question that makes him wonder if he really wants to know the answer. 

What kind of climber has his little sister become? 

With a new elite mission assignment that promises insights into Max's search, he plans to give it everything he's got. 

Will Max be able to find his sister before it's too late?

Tower Climber 3 is the third instalment in the best-selling LitRPG/Progression fantasy series from Jakob Tanner, author of Arcane Kingdom

Online. The story contains RPG mechanics, stats, and ranks as a form of power progression.

Pick it up today!

Breakaway (Expeditionary Force Book 12)

Author: Craig Alanson



The Merry Band of Pirates offered the bad guys a ceasefire. We won’t mess with them, if they don’t mess with us. Easy, right? NO. The aliens chose to do things

the hard way. So, the Pirates are racing around the galaxy to clean up the threat to Earth. The infant UN Navy has their own mission with the Alien Legion: get

humanity some allies in the fight. And the Ethics & Compliance Office might have to do something...ethical. Unless they can find a way around it.

Bad Guy: A Science Fiction Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

Crulden the Ruiner is the name of a fierce gladiator who’s broken the rules…and broken anyone that approaches.

It’s *my* name.

It’s a name that strikes fear into the hearts of all….all except the small human female who comes to clean my cell and glares at me the entire time.

My new owners want things from me. They want me to play in their games. They want me to win battles for them.

Well, I know what I want in return.

I want her.

And I don’t care who I have to destroy to get her.

But Mina doesn't want to be owned...and certainly not by one as terrible as me. How does a bad guy woo the girl when all he knows is death and destruction?

*** Want to read other stories featuring a villainous (but not too villainous) character? Check out Ella Goode's Bad Girl (B0917YZ483) and Kati Wilde's Evil Twin

(B0912S1CL6). Both are coming soon. ***

Malorie: A Bird Box Novel

Author: Josh Malerman

In the “fast-paced, frightening” (The New York Times Book Review) sequel to Bird Box, the inspiration for the record-breaking Netflix

film starring Sandra Bullock, bestselling author Josh Malerman brings unseen horrors to life.

NOMINATED FOR THE BRAM STOKER AWARD • “Malorie is even more of a psychological thriller than Bird Box, and all the scarier for it.”—The Wall

Street Journal

Twelve years after Malorie and her children rowed up the river to safety, a blindfold is still the only thing that stands between sanity and madness. One glimpse of

the creatures that stalk the world will drive a person to unspeakable violence.

There remains no explanation. No solution.

All Malorie can do is survive—and impart her fierce will to do so on her children. Don’t get lazy, she tells them. Don’t take off your blindfold. AND DON’T LOOK.

But then comes what feels like impossible news. And with it, the first time Malorie has allowed herself to hope.

Someone very dear to her, someone she believed dead, may be alive.

Malorie has already lost so much: her sister, a house full of people who meant everything, and any chance at an ordinary life. But getting her life back means

returning to a world full of unknowable horrors—and risking the lives of her children again.

Because the creatures are not the only thing Malorie fears: There are the people who claim to have caught and experimented on the creatures. Murmerings of

monstrous inventions and dangerous new ideas. And rumors that the creatures themselves have changed into something even more frightening.

Malorie has a harrowing choice to make: to live by the rules of survival that have served her so well, or to venture into the darkness and reach for hope once

more.

The Naturalist

Author: Andrew Mayne

An Amazon Charts bestseller.

Professor Theo Cray is trained to see patterns where others see chaos. So when mutilated bodies found deep in the Montana woods leave the cops searching

blindly for clues, Theo sees something they missed. Something unnatural. Something only he can stop.

As a computational biologist, Theo is more familiar with digital code and microbes than the dark arts of forensic sleuthing. But a field trip to Montana suddenly

lands him in the middle of an investigation into the bloody killing of one of his former students. As more details, and bodies, come to light, the local cops

determine that the killer is either a grizzly gone rogue…or Theo himself. Racing to stay one step ahead of the police, Theo must use his scientific acumen to

uncover the killer. Will he be able to become as cunning as the predator he hunts—before he becomes its prey?



USS Jefferson: Charge of the Symbios (USS Hamilton Book 4)

Author: Mark Wayne McGinnis

"McGinnis has pulled another rip-roaring page-turner out of his hat," Ben Strat

After the recent near-destruction of the USS Hamilton, Captain Galvin Quintos has been lying low, getting the USS Jefferson ready for service. In the midst of

refurbishing the vessel, he gets a call for help from his former XO, new starship captain Gail Pristy. The Varapin have lured the 9th Fleet into a devious trap, and

it’s not long before Quintos has his orders to hurry to the rescue. But the Varapin have a colossal new warship—one that puts anything the US Space-Navy has to

shame. Even after Quintos assembles a crew, he’ll still need to pull a few rabbits, along with a few Symbio Poths, out of a hat to have any chance of surviving the

coming battle. And Quintos’ one last hope—reuniting with a past enemy—may prove as dangerous as fighting the Varapin themselves.

Reviews:

Great Military Science Fiction!

I have now read all four books in this series. I literally could not put them down, which meant it took me a while to go to sleep the last couple of weeks. I highly

recommend these books. If you like BV Larson or Craig Alanson books you will like these. - Roger D.

One Of My Favorite Authors!

Mark Wayne McGinnis become one of my favorite authors. The Hamilton series has been really enjoyable. He has a way with his characters and a good story.

You end up with a smile on your face when you reach the end of a book. The next thing you do is look for another MWM book to enjoy! - Seabus

Fun SciFi Adventure Story!

Strong and wildly swirling adventure story that's a great capstone for the first two... I love to feel myself developing affection for the characters and the plot. Can't

wait for the next in the series!

Thank you MWM - VIC

Entertaining Military SciFi.

It’s a great story. Could hardly put it down. Already got number 2 and didn't put it down. All characters in the story are great but Hardy is the best. Looking for

number 4. Mark McGinnis, you need to coordinate with Marco Kloos so that I have no lag time on my SciFi. Two great authors. Thanks -Wm. F. Hogsten

Great Sci-Fi Thriller!

Truly awesome in word and deed. Captain Quintos and crew pull out all the stops and made it happen for Earth and the USS Hamilton. Nonstop action,

excitement, and dueling Chronobots. What else could you ask for in a

Sci-Fi thriller. I can't wait to get into the next book in the series. Thanks for a good read. - Kindle Customer

Fun Space Opera Science Fiction!

Honestly, this is the most fun I had reading a scifi book in a long time. Mind you I'm just a simple man with simple tastes though. It was a honest really fun read

and I found myself sneaking away so I could see what was going to happen next. Needless to say as soon as I finished this book I order the second. Great job

keep it up and I look forward to other works.

- S. Springer

Humorous Military Science Fiction!

Just the right touch of realistic action, intrigue and humor. The characters are real, the dialogue smooth and the outcome very much up in the air until the end.

I'm hooked. Rock on Dude. - DaveTucker

Entertaining Space Opera!

Will award FIVE stars for this book. I did enjoy the story. A complete change in a story line. Just the right amount of Twists to keep the readers on their toes. I

recommend this book to all readers of space opera. A good book. - Hardcore

Loved it!

Absorbed in the book from beginning to end. The book started well, rose to heights and ended on a very good note. Suspenseful and exciting character

development without the usual death and rebirth or unacceptable probabilities of other bad authors. In contrast, this book was a home run. Loved every bit of it. If

sci-fi is a possibility read, then this is it. -Rab

Midlife at Midnight: Paranormal Women's Fantasy (Not Too Late Book 4)



Author: Victoria Danann

#1 Fairy Tales

#1 Fantasy Fiction

#1 Humorous Fantasy

#1 Women's Action and Adventure

Amazon customers are saying it's...

"Magnificent."

"An absolute jewel."

"Edge of the seat exciting!"

"Entertaining and unique."

"Enthralling, exciting, romantic."

"...full of unexpected twists and turns."

"Unbelievably wow! It's rare that I read a book that makes me happy through every page."

THIS IS PART OF AN ONGOING STORY. BEST WHEN READ AS A FOURTH INSTALLMENT IN AN EPIC Paranormal Women's Fantasy.

EVIE IS MISSING!

Rita is hysterical. Diarmuid is beside himself.

The thrilling tale of the Wild Hunt as a first responder rescue unit and a monster-in-law like no other.

FOR ALL THE EVERYDAY HEROINES OVER FORTY WHO KNOW IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR MAGIC!

Genesis: A Military Sci-Fi Series (Holy War Book 1)

Author: Rick Partlow

First contact gone wrong...

It was every starship captain’s nightmare, and for Travis Miller, it was his own personal hell. 

He’d done everything by the book, but when the Tahni had attacked him and his crew, there was no choice but to return fire and destroy the first alien vessel

humans had ever encountered. 

Excoriated in the press, his career in shambles, Travis is exiled to a long patrol of the outer colony worlds. Forgotten, except as a bad example…until the Tahni

prove him right by declaring war on the human Commonwealth. 

Now, Travis Miller is the tip of the spear. Humanity’s best hope for turning back an overwhelming assault on human space.  Because to the Tahni, humans are

infidels and this is a holy war…

Don't miss the next explosive series from the #1 Amazon Bestselling author of Contact Front, Rick Partlow. This is Military Sci-Fi the way it's meant to

be. It's perfect for fans of Jay Allan, Jasper T. Scott, and Scott Bartlett.

Artemis: A Novel

Author: Andy Weir

The bestselling author of The Martian returns with an irresistible new near-future thriller—a heist story set on the moon. 

 

Jasmine Bashara never signed up to be a hero. She just wanted to get rich. 

 

Not crazy, eccentric-billionaire rich, like many of the visitors to her hometown of Artemis, humanity’s first and only lunar colony. Just rich enough to move out of 

her coffin-sized apartment and eat something better than flavored algae. Rich enough to pay off a debt she’s owed for a long time. 

 

So when a chance at a huge score finally comes her way, Jazz can’t say no. Sure, it requires her to graduate from small-time smuggler to full-on criminal 

mastermind. And it calls for a particular combination of cunning, technical skills, and large explosions—not to mention sheer brazen swagger. But Jazz has never 

run into a challenge her intellect can’t handle, and she figures she’s got the ‘swagger’ part down. 

 

The trouble is, engineering the perfect crime is just the start of Jazz’s problems. Because her little heist is about to land her in the middle of a conspiracy for 

control of Artemis itself. 

 

Trapped between competing forces, pursued by a killer and the law alike, even Jazz has to admit she’s in way over her head. She’ll have to hatch a truly 

spectacular scheme to have a chance at staying alive and saving her city.



 

Jazz is no hero, but she is a very good criminal. 

 

That’ll have to do. 

 

Propelled by its heroine’s wisecracking voice, set in a city that’s at once stunningly imagined and intimately familiar, and brimming over with clever

problem-solving and heist-y fun, Artemis is another irresistible brew of science, suspense, and humor from #1 bestselling author Andy Weir.

Forgotten Colony: The Complete Series (M.R. Forbes Box Sets)

Author: M.R. Forbes

GET ALL FIVE BOOKS IN THIS EPIC MILITARY SCI-FI ADVENTURE BY MILLION-COPY+ BESTSELLER M.R. FORBES!

The war is over. Earth is lost. Running is the only option.

It may already be too late.

Caleb is a former Marine Raider and commander of the Vultures, a search and rescue team that's spent the last two years pulling high-value targets out of

alien-ravaged cities and shipping them off-world.

When his new orders call for him to join forty-thousand survivors aboard the last starship out, he thinks his days of fighting are over. The Deliverance represents a

fresh start and a chance to leave the war behind for good.

Except the war won't be as easy to escape as he thought.

And the colonists will need Caleb more than he ever imagined...

INCLUDES:

1. Deliverance

2. Deception

3. Desperation

4. Destruction

5. Declaration

OCTOBER FALL (October Fall series Book 1)

Author: Mark Loren

Just as the nation was getting over the virus, everything went dark.

All modern electronic technology - toast. All communications and the Internet - down.

The police, FEMA, nor anyone in the government showed up for work any more.

Help was not coming. Everyone was on their own. The rule of law . . . lost.

Jake strongly suspected a massive EMP had completely destroyed the power grid. But he's a prepper, right? He and his MAG are ready for this, right? He's a

retired Army Major, his wife Samantha a retired Army Captain. Other members of the MAG are retired military too, and they've been getting ready for something

like this for over a decade. They have experience.

Their kids were off to college 90 miles away, and Jake was volunteering at the VA hospital when the SHTF, but he'd planned for that too. He felt confident his

plans and his preps would save his family and friends. They were very well-prepared . . . but their neighbors weren't.

.

WARNING: There is some harsh cursing by some of the characters. There are some scenes depicting extreme violence. If you can't handle that—this is NOT the

story for you.

Governor

Author: David Weber

For more than fifty years, the Terran Republic and the Terran League have been killing one another. The death toll has climbed ever higher, year after year, with 

no end in sight. But the members of the Five Hundred, the social elite of the Republic’s Heart Worlds, don’t care.



 

Rear Admiral Terrence Murphy is a Heart Worlder. His family is part of the Five Hundred. His wife is the daughter of one of the Five Hundred’s wealthiest, most

powerful industrialists. His sons and his daughter can easily avoid military service, and political power is his for the taking. There is no end to how high he can rise

in the Republic’s power structure. 

 

All he has to do is successfully complete a risk-free military “governorship” in the backwater Fringe System of New Dublin without rocking the boat. But the people

sending him to New Dublin have miscalculated, because Terrence Murphy is a man who believes in honor. Who believes in duty—in common decency and

responsibility. Who believes there are dark and dangerous secrets behind the façade of what “everyone knows.” 

 

Terrence Murphy intends to meet those responsibilities, to unearth those secrets, and he doesn’t much care what the Five Hundred want. He intends to put a stop

to the killing. 

 

Terrence Murphy is coming for whoever has orchestrated fifty-six years of bloodshed and slaughter, and Hell itself is coming with him. 

 

At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). 

 

About The Gordian Protocol: 

 

“Tom Clancy-esque exposition of technical details . . . absurd humor and bloody action. Echoes of Robert Heinlein . . . lots of exploding temporal spaceships and

bodies . . . action-packed . . .” —Booklist 

 

With more than eight million copies of his books in print and 30 titles on the New York Times bestseller list, David Weber is a science fiction powerhouse. In the

vastly popular Honor Harrington series, the spirit of C.S. Forester’s Horatio Hornblower and Patrick O’Brian’s Master and Commander lives on—into the galactic

future. Books in the Honor Harrington and Honorverse series have appeared on 21 bestseller lists, including The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and

USA Today. Additional Honorverse collaborations include the spin-off miniseries Manticore Ascendant with New York Times best-selling author, Timothy Zahn;

and with Eric Flint, Crown of Slaves and Cauldron of Ghosts contribute to his illustrious list of New York Times and international bestseller lists. 

 

Best known for his spirited, modern-minded space operas, Weber is also the creator of the Oath of Swords fantasy series and the Dahak saga, a science fiction

and fantasy hybrid. Weber has also engaged in a steady stream of best-selling collaborations: the Starfire Series with Steve White; The Empire of Man Series

with John Ringo; the Multiverse Series with Linda Evans and Joelle Presby; and the Ring of Fire Series with Eric Flint. 

 

David Weber makes his home in South Carolina with his wife and children. 

 

Richard Fox is a Nebula Award-nominated author and the winner of the 2017 Dragon Award for Best Military Science Fiction or Fantasy novel. He is the author

of The Ember War Saga, a military science fiction and space opera series, and other novels in the military history, thriller, and space opera genres. 

 

He lives in fabulous Las Vegas with his incredible wife and three boys, amazing children bent on anarchy. 

 

He graduated from the United States Military Academy (West Point) much to his surprise and spent ten years on active duty in the United States Army. He

deployed on two combat tours to Iraq and received the Combat Action Badge, Bronze Star, and Presidential Unit Citation.

The Judas Strain: A Sigma Force Novel (Sigma Force Series Book 4)

Author: James Rollins

ju·das strain, n. A scientific term for an organism that drives an entire species to extinction

New York Times bestselling author James Rollins returns with a terrifying story of an ancient menace reborn to plague the modern world . . . and of an impossible

hope that lies hidden in the most shocking place imaginable: within the language of angels.

From the depths of the Indian Ocean, a horrific plague has arisen to devastate humankind--a disease that's unknown, unstoppable . . . and deadly. But it is

merely a harbinger of the doom that is to follow. Aboard a cruise liner transformed into a makeshift hospital, Dr. Lisa Cummings and Monk Kokkalis--operatives of

SIGMA Force--search for answers to the bizarre affliction. But there are others with far less altruistic intentions. In a savage and sudden coup, terrorists hijack the

vessel, turning a mercy ship into a floating bio-weapons lab.

A world away, SIGMA's Commander Gray Pierce thwarts the murderous schemes of a beautiful would-be killer who holds the first clue to the discovery of a

possible cure. Pierce joins forces with the woman who wanted him dead, and together they embark upon an astonishing quest following the trail of the most

fabled explorer in history: Marco Polo. But time is an enemy as a worldwide pandemic grows rapidly out of control. As a relentless madman dogs their every step,

Gray and his unlikely ally are being pulled into an astonishing mystery buried deep in antiquity and in humanity's genetic code. And as the seconds tick closer to

doomsday, Gray Pierce will realize he can truly trust no one, for any one of them could be . . . a Judas.

Shock Action (Drop Trooper Book 7)

Author: Rick Partlow



Cam is a Marine, not a spy.

That’s what he keeps trying to tell Fleet Intelligence, but when he and Vicky signed back up, they agreed to follow orders. And their orders are to keep working for

the Corporate Security Force and find out what the private paramilitary force knows about Zan-Thint and his plans to use Predecessor technology against the

Commonwealth.

The trouble is, the CSF doesn’t seem to care about Zan-Thint anymore. They send Cam and Vicky and a crew of mercenary Drop Troopers to an isolated mining

world called Portent. Their job? To put down a rebellion by wildcat miners who don’t want the Corporate Council stealing the fruits of their labor. Somehow,

they’ve been able to hire the baddest mercenaries in the Commonwealth to hold onto their planet.

Stuck leading a crew of cutthroat mercenaries who want nothing more than to slaughter the wildcat miners and take their rhenium ore, facing down an even more

cutthroat band of mercenaries who’ll kill anyone they consider a threat, Cam and Vicky try to negotiate a course between the two and figure out who’s actually

paying the mercenaries and why the Corporate Council is really interested in a backwoods rhenium mine.

Because nothing on Portent is as it seems…and their allies might be just as ready to kill them as their enemies.

Book 7 in the Amazon Bestselling Drop Trooper series by Rick Partlow is here. It's Military Sci-Fi the way it's supposed to be!

Parable of the Sower

Author: Octavia E. Butler

A New York Times Notable Book: In 2025, with the world descending into madness and anarchy, one woman begins a fateful journey toward a better

future.

“A stunner.” —Flea, musician and actor, TheWall Street Journal

Lauren Olamina and her family live in one of the only safe neighborhoods remaining on the outskirts of Los Angeles. Behind the walls of their defended enclave,

Lauren’s father, a preacher, and a handful of other citizens try to salvage what remains of a culture that has been destroyed by drugs, disease, war, and chronic

water shortages. While her father tries to lead people on the righteous path, Lauren struggles with hyperempathy, a condition that makes her extraordinarily

sensitive to the pain of others.

When fire destroys their compound, Lauren’s family is killed and she is forced out into a world that is fraught with danger. With a handful of other refugees, Lauren

must make her way north to safety, along the way conceiving a revolutionary idea that may mean salvation for all mankind.

This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.

Diplomatic Crisis (The Empress' Spy Book 2)

Author: S.E. Weir

What if someone decided to change your life— without your permission?

Settling into her new life as the only Diplomatic Spy trainee, Seraphina Waters is blindsided by crisis from every side.

Phina uses her unique skills to make a shocking discovery.

Then you live with the consequences...

Drawing on her friends and her own inner strength, Phina has to move fast in order to save an entire species from extinction.

Each day that passes brings death one step closer... not just for those she hopes to save, but for herself.

Go Up and click ‘Buy Now’ or ‘Read for Free’ in Kindle Unlimited and follow a young woman unleashed against the threats of the Empire!

Sentenced to War

Author: J.N. Chaney

Sit in prison or join the military. The choice is yours. 

 

Convicted of a minor traffic violation, Rev Pelletier is conscripted into the Perseus Union Marine Corps . . . for up to a thirty-year term of service. 

 

Anxious to get back to his civilian life and job, Rev opts for a shorter term as a Marine Raider taking the fight to the enemy. 



But with extremely high mortality rates, can he and his friends survive until their term of service is over? 

 

Download Sentenced to War now to follow Rev through perilous battles as he fights to hold back the alien invasion. If you're a fan of Old Man's War, Starship

Troopers, or Armor, you'll love this military scifi thrill ride.

Drifter's Folly (Peacekeepers of Sol Book 4)

Author: Glynn Stewart

An enemy on the run to neutral space

An elite squadron beyond the reach of any backup

A secret deal that could doom the whole sector…

When United Planets Alliance Captain Henry Wong and Ambassador Sylvia Todorovich attempted to bring peace to the Ra Sector, they turned to the Drifters for

neutral ground. Instead, the nomadic spacers betrayed the summit and attempted to kill everyone there.

With peace forged despite the Drifters’ betrayal, Henry and Sylvia take an elite squadron in pursuit of the Drifter Convoy. Their enemies have friends at every

turn, neutral worlds who will give them shelter—and if the UPA breaches that neutrality, everything Henry and Sylvia have worked for could crash down in flames.

If the UPA is to keep the peace in the stars of a fallen empire, their diplomats must be untouchable, their honor unblemished. But as Henry’s superiors prepare for

all-out war, his ships fly ever closer to a deadly trap laid by an enemy that knows them all too well…

The Immortality Code

Author: Douglas E. Richards

Allie Keane's breakthrough in quantum computing holds the key to unlocking eternity. But can she survive long enough to use it? A riveting 

science-fiction thriller from the million-copy NY Times bestselling author. 

 

"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book dot com) 

 

When Allie Keane makes a revolutionary discovery in quantum computing, she kicks the ultimate hornets' nest. She doesn't know it, but a hidden battle for tech 

supremacy is raging around the world, and whoever controls her discovery will dominate the globe. Soon, Allie is being hunted by ruthless forces desperate to 

learn her secret, and only Zachary Reed, a gifted operative within a shadowy government agency, stands in their way. 

 

But as extraordinary as Allie's breakthrough is, it holds the key to unleashing something far bigger. An unrelated technology thousands of years beyond current 

science. A staggering advance capable of bringing about a utopia, rewriting the laws of life and death, and helping humanity spread throughout the stars. 

 

As long as it doesn't wipe out all life on Earth before that can happen . . . 

 

The Immortality Code is a masterful thriller. One crammed with breakneck action, unexpected twists, mind-blowing science, and ethical dilemmas readers will be 

contemplating long after they've read the last page. 

 

"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all night long." (Douglas Preston) 

 

NEAR-FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION THRILLERS BY DOUGLAS E. RICHARDS 

 

STANDALONES 

 

QUANTUM LENS 

GAME CHANGER 

INFINITY BORN 

SEEKER 

VERACITY 

ORACLE 

THE IMMORTALITY CODE 

 

SERIES 

 

WIRED (Wired 1) 

AMPED (Wired 2) 

 

MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1) 

BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2) 

MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3) 



SPLIT SECOND(Split Second 1) 

TIME FRAME (Split Second 2) 

 

THE ENIGMA CUBE (Alien Artifact 1) 

A PIVOT IN TIME (Alien Artifact 2) 

 

Kids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike) 

 

TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1) 

CAPTURED (Prometheus Project 2) 

STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3) 

OUT OF THIS WORLD 

DEVIL'S SWORD

The Naked Alien: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 1)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Jane survive alone on an alien planet? And is she really alone?

Jane has no interest in the great outdoors. She prefers her comfortable bed, her books, and all the conveniences of modern life. So when she wakes up alone

and naked in what appears to be an alien jungle, her only goal is to find her way home.

The question of whether or not she’s alone is answered when a massive stranger comes to her rescue. Her savior is big and growly and he doesn’t speak her

language - but the heat in his eyes doesn’t need translation...

Commander Taraxan’s people may have mastered advanced technology, but they have never forgotten their primitive roots. So when he wakes up naked and

weaponless on an unknown planet, he is annoyed but not alarmed.

As he searches for a way to return to his civilization, he discovers a strange, pale female blundering around the jungle. Oblivious to the hazards surrounding her,

she is clumsy, helpless… and completely adorable. As an honorable warrior, he has no choice but to protect her - but he doesn't expect the task to be so

rewarding...

Can two complete opposites survive the jungle - and their sizzling attraction to one another? And what possible future awaits a human woman and an alien

commander who are both determined to return to their own worlds?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Black Autumn: Surviving the Crash (The Black Autumn Series Book 1)

Author: Jeff Kirkham

A Special Forces commando returns home from combat to America on the edge of apocalypse. He and his family land a gig running security for a wealthy clan 

of survivors, yet most of the group struggles to make peace with the sudden death of modern sensibilities and woke culture. 

 

Can a few salty warfighters convince plastic surgeons, realtors and human resource managers that they must pick up their guns and fight or their families will 

die? 

 

Green Beret, Jeff Kirkham, and his buddies think they're locked and loaded for yet another war, but nothing can prepare them for the runaway violence of 

America after a cascade of terrorism, government blunder and Facebook nastiness strips away the urban dreamscape. 

 

At what point do everyday people turn the corner and become warriors? 

 

Co-written by a 28-year Green Beret and a lifelong survivalist, Black Autumn proves that common, everyday glitches in our system can add up to the total 

collapse of Western Civilization. 

 

Jump on the five book action series today, starting with Black Autumn: a Post-apocalyptic Saga. 

 

WHAT READERS ARE SAYING… 

 

“A gripping, genuine story of a group of survivors…The writing is top notch, the twists and turns come fast, and the action scenes are terrifyingly well written.” 

- Bonnie Ramthun, Amazon Reviewer 

 

“Best Armageddon book available. I’ve been reading this genre for over five years and this is one of the best.” 

- HOS, Amazon Reviewer 



“Real and Riveting. I couldn’t put it down…although part of me didn’t want to know this…it terrified me. It was a damn good read!” 

- Nancy Broadley, Amazon Reviewer 

 

“Could not put down. I read the entire book in two sittings over two days…I would highly recommend this book to get you thinking about self-sufficiency. It is

well worth the read.” 

- Southern Guy, Amazon Reviewer 

 

**Black Autumn is a survival/military thriller, post-apocalyptic saga, Book One of the ReadyMan Series. The five books of the Black Autumn Companion Series

occur during the same seventeen days of the collapse of America as Black Autumn and can be read in any order: The Last Air Force One, Black Autumn:

Travelers, Fragments of America,and Black Autumn: Conquistadors.**

Fugitive Telemetry (The Murderbot Diaries Book 6)

Author: Martha Wells

The New York Times bestselling security droid with a heart (though it wouldn't admit it!) is back in Fugitive Telemetry!

Having captured the hearts of readers across the globe (Annalee Newitz says it's "one of the most humane portraits of a nonhuman I've ever read") Murderbot

has also established Martha Wells as one of the great SF writers of today.

No, I didn't kill the dead human. If I had, I wouldn't dump the body in the station mall.

When Murderbot discovers a dead body on Preservation Station, it knows it is going to have to assist station security to determine who the body is (was), how

they were killed (that should be relatively straightforward, at least), and why (because apparently that matters to a lot of people—who knew?)

Yes, the unthinkable is about to happen: Murderbot must voluntarily speak to humans!

Again!

A new standalone adventure in the New York Times-bestselling, Hugo and Nebula Award winning series!

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Wherever Seeds May Fall (First Contact)

Author: Peter Cawdron

FIRST CONTACT is a series of stand-alone novels that explore humanity's first interaction with extraterrestrial life.

The Prince of Darkness is coming. Comet Anduru skimmed the clouds of Saturn. Rather than being drawn into the gas giant, it skipped back out into space. With

the comet heading for Jupiter, speculation is mounting it’s an alien spacecraft making its way to Earth. Lieutenant Colonel Nolan Landis and Dr. Kath McKenzie

are caught between an angry public and an anxious President as they grapple with the scientific, social, and political implications of First Contact.

FIRST CONTACT is similar to BLACK MIRROR or THE TWILIGHT ZONE in that the series is based on a common theme rather than common characters. This

allows these books to be read in any order. Technically, they're all first as they all deal with how we might initially respond to contact with aliens, exploring the

social, political, religious, and scientific aspects of First Contact.

NOVEMBER FEUD (October Fall series Book 2)

Author: Mark Loren

We've made it to the bug-out location, hoping to just hunker down and stay out of sight—only to find the leader of a local clan just couldn't leave us

alone, resulting in a NOVEMBER FEUD.

It's been almost two weeks since the EMP destroyed the American way of life as we knew it. The power grid collapsed and would most likely not be repaired for

decades. I'm Jake—a husband, father, brother, Army veteran, militia commander, prepper, stacker, gun owner, and one of the few with common sense who

hasn't panicked yet. I was the first in our MAG to recognize that an EMP event had occurred and knew best what to do because of both my military training and

the many post-apocalyptic books I'd read over the years. I moved everyone in our group, along with our essential assets, safely to the bug-out location I'd been

helping to prep for years. This is my story.

WARNING: There is some harsh cursing by some of the characters. There are some scenes depicting extreme violence. If you can't handle that—this is NOT the

story for you.



The Atlantis Plague: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A pandemic 70,000 years in the making...

will change humanity...

forever.

The race to stop the Atlantis Plague has begun.

Filled with real science and history, The Atlantis Plague is the second book in The Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE MILLION copies

worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings on GoodReads.

The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture.

With shocking plot twists and revelations around every turn, The Atlantis Plague will keep you up late into the night turning the pages to find out what the Immari

have in store for David, Kate, and Dorian.

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.”

—Daily Mail on The Solar War

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

An Extended Look at The Atlantis Plague

In Marbella, Spain, Dr. Kate Warner awakens to a horrifying reality: the human race stands on the brink of extinction. A pandemic unlike any before it has swept

the globe. Nearly a billion people are dead—and those that the Atlantis Plague does not kill, it transforms at the genetic level. A few rapidly evolve. The remainder

devolve.

As the world slips into chaos, radical solutions emerge. Industrialized nations offer a miracle drug, Orchid, which they mass produce and distribute to refugee

camps around the world. But Orchid is merely a way to buy time. It treats the symptoms of the plague but never cures the disease.

Immari International offers a different approach: do nothing. Let the plague run its course. The Immari envision a world populated by the genetically superior

survivors—a new human race, ready to fulfill its destiny.

With control of the world population hanging in the balance, the Orchid Alliance and the Immari descend into open warfare. Now the last hope for humanity is to

find a cure. Kate alone holds the key to unraveling the mystery surrounding the Atlantis Plague. The answer may lie in understanding pivotal events in human

history—events when the human genome mysteriously changed. Her journey takes her across the barren wastelands of Europe and northern Africa, but it is her

research into the past that takes her where she never expected to go. She soon discovers that the history of human evolution is not what it seems—and setting it

right may require a sacrifice she never imagined.

About The Author

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

NOTE: this novel is available as a Kindle eBook, an Audible audiobook, and in print. It is also in Kindle Unlimited.

Junkyard Veterans (Junkyard Pirate Book 4)

Author: Jamie McFarlane

With a price on their heads, grumpy old vets will risk everything to bring alien assassins to justice.



Someone is killing off the old team of vets who repelled Earth’s first Korgul invasion. With the end of a war precious few even knew was happening, life’s been

peaceful. Of course, Albert Jenkins isn’t a bit surprised when that peace is shattered by the sounds of rocket propelled grenades fired over the Georgia swamps.

To make matters worse, when he reports the alien’s foiled attack to the Army, he’s ordered to keep things quiet and stop causing trouble.

The problem is AJ has only one gear and avoiding trouble isn’t in his makeup. So instead of sitting around and waiting for the next RPG to be tossed his way, he

takes to the stars and starts tracking bounty hunters the only way he knows how – up close and personal.

Junkyard Veterans is the fourth installment of the popular Junkyard Pirate series.

Buy Junkyard Veterans and help AJ put alien bounty hunters in their place.

Children of Angels (Sentenced to War Book 2)

Author: J.N. Chaney

The war has only just begun.

While rescuing a world from Centaur control, the Marines discover that not all humans on the planet are slaves. The Children of Angels believe their masters have

been sent by the gods to lift up mankind.

Humanity now has two enemies, one from the farthest reaches of the Galaxy and the other from within.

The Children must be crushed before they open the door, delivering the human race to the greatest enemy we have ever known.

Buckle up and strap in. The second entry in the Sentenced to War series is finally here. If you're a fan of Old Man's War or Starship Troopers, you'll love this epic

military scifi thrill ride.

Cherished by the Hunter: A Post-Apocalyptic Alien Romance (Xarc'n Warriors Book 4)

Author: Lynnea Lee

EVIE

Prince Charming comes in purple!

I’ve been looking for my Prince Charming my entire life. When ravenous, human-eating bugs descend from the skies, I think my dream is doomed—until a

musclebound Xarc’n hunter rescues me from certain death. Tarv’k is strong and brave, and the purring in his chest turns my knees to jelly.

Too bad he’s pretending not to be interested. I might be small and soft-spoken, but I’m also stubborn; I get what I want. He won’t know what hit him!

TARV’K

Evie is everything I ever wanted, but I don’t deserve her. She is the ray of sunshine that keeps our compound going. She deserves a younger hunter, one with

fewer failures in his past. But despite my best intentions, I cannot let her go. If I cannot claim her, then I vow to be her ultimate protector.

When Evie’s past returns to haunt her, I am determined to keep her safe. No one messes with my female! We may not have a mating bond yet, but she is still

MINE!

Evie and Tarv’k’s story is a complete romance with a HEA, but should be read as part of a series.

Final Days: The Complete Series

Author: Jasper T. Scott

Final Days: The Complete Series, 3 books, 2000+ reviews on Amazon, and 4.4/5 stars average rating. For a limited time, enjoy the whole series for one 

low price. 

From book one… 

The countdown to the end of the world has begun. 

A mysterious convergence of natural disasters threatens to destroy life as we know it, and people across the United States are going missing. With no one left to 

investigate, Special Agent Kendra Baker takes the case, trying to solve the disappearances before she’s out of time. 

 

Among those abducted is Valeria Miller, the daughter of ex-Marine Corporal Andrew Miller, and he’ll stop at nothing to find her. 

 

With the help of an unstable conspiracy theorist, they find themselves on the trail of a reclusive billionaire who just might have all the answers. 

 

As the natural catastrophes escalate and the evacuations commence, it becomes a race against the clock to find the abductees before it’s too late. 

 

Final Days is a doomsday science fiction thriller, written by Jasper T. Scott and Nathan Hystad.



 

Included in this box set… 

Final Days 

Final Days: Colony 

Final Days: Escape

Highlander's Captive: A Scottish Historical Time Travel Romance (Called by a Highlander Book 1)

Author: Mariah Stone

She’s lost in the past. He’s a powerful Scottish warrior. Can star-crossed love find a future between the ages?

Search-and-rescue officer Amy MacDougall fears being trapped — both in small, dark places and in a relationship. But while chaperoning a high school trip to

Scotland, she’s forced to confront her claustrophobia to save a student in a castle dungeon. And when a magical rock in the ruins catapults her through time to

1307 AD, she’s alarmed to come face-to-face with a handsome Scottish warrior.

Highlander Craig Cambel refuses to trust anyone after the MacDougall clan kidnapped and assaulted his sister. So when he discovers a beautiful woman in a

secret tunnel in the stronghold he’s infiltrating, he locks her up to prevent her from warning the enemy. But when she proves helpful to his people despite being a

MacDougall, he can’t stop his icy mistrust melting into desire.

As Amy searches for a way back home, she finds her phobia of commitment fading and falls for the brave Scot. But when Craig learns the mysterious woman

isn’t who he thought she was, all his dark doubts reignite.

Will the distance of centuries shatter their hearts forever, or will they give in to destiny and build a happy future?

Highlander’s Captive is the enchanting first book in the Called by a Highlander time travel romance series. If you like courageous warriors, quick-witted heroines,

and lush historical details, then you’ll adore Mariah Stone’s passionate story.

Buy Highlander’s Captive to find love long ago today!

Astray (The Adventures of a Xeno-Archaeologist Book 1)

Author: Jenny Schwartz

Nora Devi is a xeno-archaeologist with a complicated past. She has buried more secrets than she’s dug up. Widowed in the recently ended twelve year war

between Capitoline and Palantine, she now makes a living as an independent tagger in border space.

Captain Liam Kimani could be credited with ending the latest royal war. Instead, he’s blamed for it. Dirty commoners aren’t meant to lay their hands on royalty.

He has no regrets.

When Liam and his crew of the battlecruiser RC Genghis Khan are exiled to Capitoline’s border they discover that life in unexplored space can be more

dangerous than war, and that their best chance of survival lies with a mysterious, elusive tagger.

The only problem is that Nora’s secrets might destroy the precarious stability of the entire Human Sector.

Astray is a fast-paced, enthralling space opera of lost societies, ancient aliens, rugged warriors and semi-legal pirates perfect for fans of Lois McMaster Bujold,

Becky Chambers, and Lindsay Buroker.

The Once and Future Witches

Author: Alix E. Harrow

'Glorious . . . a tale that will sweep you away' Yangsze Choo, New York Times bestselling author of The Night Tiger 

 

'A gorgeous and thrilling paean to the ferocious power of women' Laini Taylor, New York Times bestselling author of Strange the Dreamer 

 

In 1893, there's no such thing as witches. There used to be, in the wild, dark days before the burnings began, but now witching is nothing but tidy 

charms and nursery rhymes. If the modern woman wants any measure of power, she must find it at the ballot box. 

 

But when the three Eastwood sisters join the suffragists of New Salem, they begin to pursue the forgotten ways that might turn the women's movement into the 

witch's movement. Stalked by shadows and sickness, hunted by forces who will not suffer a witch to vote - and perhaps not even to live - the sisters must delve 

into the oldest magics, draw new alliances, and heal the bond between them if they want to survive.



 

There's no such thing as witches. But there will be. 

 

Praise for The Once and Future Witches: 

 

'A brilliant dazzle of a book . . . I devoured it in enormous gulps, and utterly loved it' Kat Howard, author of The Unkindness of Ghosts 

 

'Compelling, exhilarating and magical - a must-read' Booklist (starred review) 

 

'Delightful . . . a tale of women's battle for equality, of fairy tales twisted into wonderfully witchy spells, of magics both large and small, and history

re-imagined' Louisa Morgan, author of A Secret History of Witches 

 

'A love letter to folklore and the rebellious women of history' Publishers Weekly 

 

'A breathtaking book - brilliant and raw and dark and complicated' Sarah Gailey, author of Magic for Liars

The Buff Beast: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 4)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Mina survive the icy cold of an alien winter? And melt the heart of the hardened alien warrior who rescues her?

Her home. Her job. In a few short months, Mina has lost everything, including hope. Freezing and alone on a winter night, she isn’t sure if she will make it to the

next day. Or even if it matters.

She wakes up to find herself naked and freezing, but no longer alone. An angel appears out of the snow to save her. An angel with fangs and claws, and a pain in

his eyes which matches her own.

Betrayed by everyone he cares about, Myk-El retreats into a solitary life of study and discipline. When he finds himself alone on a strange planet, his only real

regret is that his books did not accompany him.

Then he finds a fragile, helpless female in the snow. Experience has taught him not to trust, but he cannot resist the appeal in her big, blue eyes. As he thaws her

frozen body, she begins to thaw his frozen heart.

But when the hidden forces behind their arrival on the planet make their presence known, will Mina be able to save him in return? Or will they use her to destroy

him?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance; however, this book contains references to previous characters and

events in the series and may best be enjoyed in order. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

The Solar War (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

* Now a Wall Street Journal bestseller! * 

 

We thought the war was over. 

We were wrong. 

 

They decimated Earth during the Long Winter. Now the grid has returned, and they won’t stop until the human race is extinct. 

 

On a ruined world, humanity’s last survivors fight against impossible odds. In their darkest hour, they discover a new hope for survival. But it comes at an 

unthinkable price, with consequences that will change everything. 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail 

 

 

Note: The Solar War is the second book in The Long Winter trilogy (which began with Winter World). 

 

Filled with real science and shocking twists readers have come to love in the series, The Solar War will keep you up late into the night turning the pages—and 

leave you pondering the revelations long after it’s over. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 



“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Solar War 

 

After the Long Winter, Emma Matthews and James Sinclair hoped life would get back to normal. They’ve settled down in Camp Seven and welcomed their first

child, a daughter. And they have waited and watched the sky for any signs of the grid’s return. 

 

When NASA discovers that several asteroids have broken from the Kuiper Belt and are headed for Earth, James instantly realizes the truth: the grid is back. And

this battle will be one to the very end. 

 

As he and his team prepare for humanity’s last stand in space and on the ground, Emma makes a discovery closer to home, one that will change life for her and

James once again. 

 

With war raging around them, Emma and James fight to keep their family alive. In the cold darkness, humanity splinters. New alliances emerge. At every turn,

Emma and James face new dangers—and question whom to trust. 

 

Just when it seems that all hope is lost, James uncovers what may be the key to humanity’s survival. But it comes with enormous risks. To implement his plan, he

and Emma will have to survive the grid and another, even more deadly enemy. One thing is certain: their gambit will change the future of the human race forever. 

 

 

About the Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,
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Dragons Don't Eat Meat: A Paranormal Suspense Novel with a Touch of Romance (Valkyrie Bestiary Book 1)

Author: Kim McDougall

Someone is killing dragons. And the killings point to a civil war brewing among the fae.

When Kyra Greene finds an abandoned baby dragon, she doesn’t want to bring him home. But until she can hunt down his thunder and stop the dragon killers,

she’s on babysitting duty.

As a pest controller with a soft heart, Kyra already has an apartment full of rescues, including a basilisk who thinks he’s a turkey, a banshee nanny, and a pygmy

kraken. She might take care of them, but they also fill her need for family. And when that family is threatened, she’ll risk everything to save them. She’ll even join

forces with the handsome and irritating captain of the city’s vigilante Guardians, who never fails to show up at her most undignified moments.

Along with a quirky cast of misfits and unruly critters, Kyra leaves the safety of Montreal Ward and travels through the dangerous Inbetween—the land beyond the

protected city states, where magic is the only rule of law. Can she reunite the lost dragon with his thunder and stop a new and sinister force from invading their

home?

With over 400 five-star reviews, see why readers are calling Dragons Don’t Eat Meat a laugh-out-loud adventure with delightfully evil critters and a slow-burn

romance.

Dragons Don’t Eat Meat is the first book in the Valkyrie Bestiary Series. Paranormal suspense with heart.

Lost Contact (The Bridge Sequence Book One)

Author: Nathan Hystad



A mysterious object in space.

An archaeologist in search of answers.

A cult hailing the end of the world.

The Bridge awaits...

Rex Walker always wanted to be like his father: a daring, adventurous man, traveling the world in pursuit of mysterious relics. Now Rex is the same age his father

was when he disappeared without a trace.

While teaching anthropology at a Boston college, Rex attempts to bury the past, until he discovers a hidden clue he can’t ignore.

With the help of his sidekick Marcus, a former student turned protégé, he teams up with an alien-obsessed billionaire, and they search for the fabled Bridge.

As an unidentified object nears Pluto, speculation surges. The Believers, a fanatical cult, hail it as the homecoming of a distant alien race.

Will Rex solve the puzzle before it’s too late? Find out in Lost Contact, the first installment of The Bridge Sequence by Nathan Hystad, the best-selling author of

The Event and Final Days.

The Da Vinci Code meets Contact in this near-future SciFi thriller

Prey: A Fantasy Reverse Harem (Omega Prey Book 1)

Author: L.V. Lane

I am prey.

This is not pity talking, this is an acknowledgment of a fact.

I am small and weak; I am an Omega. I am a prize that men war over.

For a year I have hidden in the distant corner of the Empire.

But I am running out of food, and I am running out of options.

That I must leave soon is not a decision for today, though, but a decision for tomorrow.

Only tomorrow's choices never come.

For tonight brings strangers who remind me that I am prey.

Publisher's Note: Prey is a fantasy reverse harem omegaverse with three stern Alphas, an Alpha wolf-shifter, and a stubborn Omega prey. It includes smoking

hot sexual situations, spankings, and domestic discipline.

Dark and delicious: As usual, L.V Lane absolutely delivers on this new RH omegaverse featuring 4 alphas (one of which is an alpha wolf shifter) and their

stubborn omega prey. ~Amazon reviewer  *■*■*■*■*■

A hot and spicy read: The characters fit well together and have sizzling chemistry. The story flows well, it will keep you interested all the way through. ~Amazon

reviewer  *■*■*■*■*■

L.V. Lane created an amazing cast of alphas, starting with the dominant first alpha Silas and ending with my favorite half wolf shifter Nate whose antics kept me

thoroughly entertained.  ~Amazon reviewer  *■*■*■*■*■

Alone: A Paranormal Mystery Thriller (The Girl in the Box Book 1)

Author: Robert J. Crane

The first edge-of-your-seat novel in the million-selling Girl in the Box Series by Robert J. Crane.

Sienna Nealon was a 17 year-old girl who had been held prisoner in her own house by her mother for twelve years. Then one day her mother vanished, and

Sienna woke up to find two strange men in her home. On the run, unsure of who to turn to and discovering she possesses mysterious powers, Sienna finds

herself pursued by a shadowy agency known as the Directorate and hunted by a vicious psychopath named Wolfe, each of which is determined to capture her for

their own purposes...

What readers are saying:

“...The right mix of history, mystery, romance, excitement, who-dunnits & yeah, sci-fi.” ★★★★★

“...I haven't been drawn in this much since The Hunger Games.” ★★★★★

“A thrill ride with a kick butt heroine. When you find a writer that gives you everything you want in a book: emotion, mystery, humor, and of course, some kick ass

fight scenes, you have to become a fan.” ★★★★★



Legend: Book 7 of The Legacy Fleet Series

Author: Nick Webb

They’re coming.

The Findiri, a savage, deadly race created to fight the Swarm, are on the hunt. But they no longer hunt the Swarm.

They hunt humans. And not just any human—they seek their creator, Captain Timothy Granger, and mean to destroy him.

But we are not alone. More alien races, hiding from the Swarm for millennia, also search for Earth, seeking the legend from their own stories to protect them: a

being called Granger.

With Earth in the crosshairs, Granger, Admiral Proctor, and the crew of the Independence race against time to solve the mystery of the Findiri before all human

and alien worlds fall.

But time is running out for all life in the galaxy, and the clock is ticking.

Grr!: An Alien Warrior Romance

Author: Zeta Star

Without Grr,—I didn’t name him, okay?—I’d have been a goner. And his furry abs? Just a bonus. (A nice one.)

First, giant alien lizard-guys abduct me. Then they leave me alone in a cell next to Grr. Then the force-field between us dies.

So now it’s just me and Grr. Sure, he’s beat up and pissed off with claws and fangs (I kind of like the fangs). And he growls a lot. Anyone would in our situation.

But hey, if you’re going to escape an alien prison ship and get chased across a planet where half the creatures you meet try to eat you, it’s good to have

seven-feet of Grr at your side. He’s also easy on the eyes. Abs-on-abs, biceps-on-biceps, and let’s say all the right bulges in all the right places.

And he likes ear rubs. And other rubs. And rubbing me. (I like that too.)

The more time I spend with Grr, the more I think getting abducted by aliens wasn’t such a bad thing.

I just hope the lizard-guys don’t kill us before Grr can call in the big guns.

The ones that aren’t furry.

(Seriously, I’m not talking about the St. Bernard sized hamster. We just met him.)

Grr! is a full-length (and I mean full-length) alien warrior romance with pulse-pounding action, lots of humor, cute critters, and all the hotness.

If you like alien abduction romance with a twist, give Grr! a try. HEA guaranteed.

Bonded to the Stryxian: A Sci-fi Alien Romance (Stryxian Alien Warriors Book 1)

Author: Ella Blake

Humans made a deal with the Stryxian males: Help us defend Earth, and when the war is over, we’ll send you women to help rebuild your dying species. Now,

the war appears to be over and Trinity Bentzer’s number has been called in the lottery. Only, instead of winning a boatload of money, she’s getting some badass

winged alien she’s never met. Trin’s not thrilled to be shipped off and matched up, until she meets Raig. Maybe she hit the jackpot, after all.

Commander Raig Thanor’s job is to supervise the females’ move to their holding chambers until they are sent to their final matches, but the moment he meets

Trinity, he knows she’s his. If only claiming her didn’t risk sparking a war within his own people.

This is book one of the Stryxian Alien Warrior series but can be read alone with no cliffhangers and no cheating. I write what I love to read, so there is always

consent and always a happy ending.

Junkyard Pirate

Author: Jamie McFarlane



Knocking at death’s door. Bargaining for a second chance. Seems like a heck of a way to find out about an alien

invasion…

Vietnam vet Albert Jenkins is battling a bulging waistline and a passion for drink. So when a towering pile of scrap rocket parts falls and crushes the stubborn

curmudgeon, he thinks it’s finally the end. But just as he’s about to take one final breath, a snarky alien parasite offers him a deal: his life in return for sharing his

body.

With a little coaxing from his new pop-culture-loving inner resident, AJ’s broken carcass improves so much that even an old flame is impressed. But his bright

outlook fizzles when he discovers he's at ground zero of a galactic conspiracy to strip Earth of precious resources humans don't even know exist.

Can the unlikely partners join forces and use AJ's rusty military skills to raise the alarm? Or, will the alien invaders put him down once and for all?

Junkyard Pirate is the first book in an imaginative space opera series. If you like grizzled soldiers, clever twists and turns, and intergalactic tactical pairings, then

you’ll love Jamie McFarlane’s fast-paced alien adventure.

Buy Junkyard Pirate to boot the invaders back to where they came from today!

Beastborne: Mist Wardens: An Epic Portal Fantasy LitRPG (Beastborne Chronicles, Book 3)

Author: James T. Callum

A new home on the brink of disaster. A discovery of forbidden powers. And a savage winter fast approaching. Aldim does not suffer the weak.The

battle’s end was supposed to bring peace and establish the Bravers’ new home in the Shiverglades. But all it brought is pain and suffering. With his closest

friends lost to another realm, over half of the settlement’s population injured, and missing supply chains, Hal doesn’t have a moment to rest. He may have won

the battle with the Shiverglades, but he has yet to win the war. The Beastborne has his work cut out for him if he plans to build a Sanctum that’ll last.Worse, a rival

Founder plots against Hal, threatening to unleash an entity that is fated to scar the Manaseed and cull the Bravers Guild once and for all.Fortunately, there’s a lot

to turn to that isn’t preordained. A Reaper-turned-friend, inventive koblins, industrious dwarves, Wyrd Strain, and Bonecrafting could defy their fate.And he isn’t

the only one with newfound Class powers that might give them a fighting chance.The Bravers Guild needs more than just survival.They need their home

whole.But to do the impossible and reach across the divide between Worldshards to rescue their lost companions, the Manaseed’s Elysian powers must be

stronger. Can the Bravers Guild Level Up their settlement and their Manaseed through building, fighting, and crafting to conquer the coming storm, or

will they succumb to a doomed fate after all?Continue your epic LitRPG today and dive into another 1,000 pages of Beastborne!
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